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Bowling Green, KY 42101-1092 
 
Preliminary Inventory 
 
MSS 354   CADIZ Railroad Company – Cadiz, Kentucky 
 
121 boxes.  1901-1955.  Originals, photographs. 
  
1989.130.1 
 
 
ORGANIZATIONAL HISTORY 
 
 The Cadiz Railroad Company was incorporated on 9 March 1901 by the White family of 
Trigg County, Kentucky.  The railroad, which began operations the same year, extended a 
distance of 10.33 miles from Cadiz, Kentucky to Gracey, Kentucky, where it connected with the 
Illinois Central Railroad.  Slightly over two miles of its length were set around curves and hills in 
order to meet the 10-mile minimum required to be classified as a railroad.  Its first president was 
William C. White, and other members of the White family also served as president. 
 The railroad was initially established to haul tobacco, but bad roads in the county 
prompted the introduction of passenger service.  As roads improved, passenger business began 
to suffer, and was discontinued in 1941.  The railroad maintained its freight service, hauling 
walnut logs, livestock, and large quantities of Trigg County smoked ham in the 1930s.  In 1954, 
the railroad switched from steam to diesel power.   
In 1965, the railroad received an economic boost when Cadiz Spring Products, a division 
of Hoover Ball and Bearing Company, purchased a controlling interest.  Hoover built a plant in 
Cadiz and began using the railroad to ship auto parts.  The railroad also carried lumber, feed, 
livestock, and farm chemicals for area businesses.   
 In 1984, the railroad acquired a lease of 18 miles of the Illinois Central Line from Gracey 
to Princeton, Kentucky, but in 1988 Hoover abandoned the track.  At the suggestion of H. 
Stanley White, former president and the grandson of William C. White, the railroad right-of-way 
was donated to Trigg County.  The rails were then removed and 2.5 miles were converted to a 
walking trail.  Dedicated in 1989, it was the first rail trail in Kentucky. 
 
 
COLLECTION NOTE  
 
 This collection contains the business records of the Cadiz Railroad Company covering 
the period 1901-1955.  Included are such materials as correspondence and memoranda, board 
of directors minutes, annual reports, freight, mail and passenger reports, invoices, receipts, loss 
and damage claim records, and industry and government publications. 
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SHELF LIST 
 
BOX 1 Cadiz Railroad Company     1901-1962   
 
Folder 1 Inventory, clippings, photographs 
 
Folder 2 Board of Directors records     1901-1902 
 
Folder 3 Board of Directors records     1902-1907 
 
Folder 4 Board of Directors records     1908-1937 
 
Folder 5 Board of Directors records     1937-1965 
 
Folder 6 Minutes (loose sheets)     1908-1962 
 
Folder 7 Annual report      1903 
 
Folder 8 Annual report      1906 
 
Folder 9 Miscellaneous      1912-1954 
  
 
BOX 2 Cadiz Railroad Company – Correspondence  1901-1902   
 
Folder 1 Correspondence – A      1901-1902  
 
Folder 2 Correspondence – B     1901-1902 
 
Folder 3 Correspondence – C      1901-1902 
 
Folder 4 Correspondence – D      1901-1902 
 
Folder 5 Correspondence – E-F      1901-1902 
 
Folder 6 Correspondence – G      1901-1902 
 
Folder 7 Correspondence – H-J     1901-1902 
 
Folder 8 Correspondence – K-L     1901-1902 
 
Folder 9 Correspondence – M      1901-1902 
 
Folder 10 Correspondence – N-O      1901-1902 
 
Folder 11 Correspondence – P-Q     1901-1902 
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Folder 12 Correspondence – R      1901-1902 
 
Folder 13 Correspondence – S      1901-1902 
 
Folder 14 Correspondence – T-V     1901-1902 
 
Folder 15 Correspondence – W      1901-1902 
 
Folder 16 Correspondence – Y-Z      1901-1902 
 
 
BOX 3 Cadiz Railroad Company – Receipts, bills  1901-1903   
 
Folder 1 Receipts – A       1902-1903 
 
Folder 2 Receipts – B       1902-1903 
 
Folder 3 Freight bills and correspondence – C    1902-1903 
 
Folder 4 Freight bills – D      1902-1903 
 
Folder 5 Receipts – E-F      1902-1903 
 
Folder 6 Receipts – G       1902-1903 
 
Folder 7 Receipts – H-J       1901-1903 
 
Folder 8 Receipts – K-L       1902-1903 
 
Folder 9 Receipts – M       1902-1903 
 
Folder 10 Receipts – N-O      1902-1903 
 
Folder 11 Receipts – P-Q       1902-1903 
 
Folder 12 Receipts – R       1902-1903 
 
Folder 13 Receipts – S        1902-1903 
 
Folder 14 Receipts – T-V       1902-1903 
 
Folder 15 Receipts and correspondence – W    1902-1903 
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BOX 4 Cadiz Railroad Company – Receipts   1903    
 
Folder 1 Receipts – A       1903 
 
Folder 2 Receipts – B       1903 
 
Folder 3 Receipts – C       1903 
 
Folder 4 Receipts – D       1903 
 
Folder 5 Receipts – E-F      1903 
 
Folder 6 Receipts – G       1903 
 
Folder 7 Receipts – H-J      1903 
 
Folder 8 Receipts – K-L      1903 
 
Folder 9 Receipts – M       1903 
 
Folder 10 Receipts – N-O      1903 
 
Folder 11 Receipts – P-Q      1903 
 
Folder 12 Receipts – R       1903 
 
Folder 13 Receipts – S       1903 
 
Folder 14 Receipts – T-V      1903 
 
Folder 15 Receipts – W      1903 
 
 
BOX 5 Cadiz Railroad Company – Correspondence, 1904    
  receipts 
 
Folder 1 Correspondence and receipts – A    1904 
 
Folder 2 Correspondence and receipts – B    1904 
 
Folder 3 Correspondence and receipts – C    1904 
 
Folder 4 Correspondence and receipts – E-F    1904 
 
Folder 5 Correspondence and receipts – G    1904 
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Folder 6 Correspondence and receipts      1904 
 
Folder 7 Correspondence and receipts – K-L    1904 
 
Folder 8 Correspondence and receipts – M   1904 
 
Folder 9 Correspondence and receipts – N-O    1904 
 
Folder 10 Correspondence and receipts – P-Q    1904 
 
Folder 11 Correspondence and receipts – R    1904 
 
Folder 12 Correspondence and receipts – S    1904 
 
Folder 13 Correspondence and receipts – T-V    1904 
 
Folder 14 Correspondence and receipts – W    1904 
 
Folder 15 Correspondence and receipts – X-Z   1904 
 
 
BOX 6 Cadiz Railroad Company – Correspondence  1903-1904  
 
Folder 1 Correspondence – A     1903-1904 
 
Folder 2 Correspondence – B     1903-1904 
 
Folder 3 Correspondence – C     1903-1904 
 
Folder 4 Correspondence – D     1903-1904 
 
Folder 5 Correspondence – E-F     1903-1904 
 
Folder 6 Correspondence – H-J     1903-1904 
 
Folder 7 Correspondence – K-L     1903-1904 
 
Folder 8 Correspondence – M       1903-1904 
 
Folder 9 Correspondence – N-O      1903-1904 
 
Folder 10 Correspondence – P-Q     1903-1904 
 
Folder 11 Correspondence – R       1903-1904 
 
Folder 12 Correspondence – S     1903-1904 
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Folder 13 Correspondence – T-V     1903-1904 
 
Folder 14 Correspondence – W     1903-1904 
 
 
BOX 7 Cadiz Railroad Company – Correspondence, 1904-1905  
  receipts 
 
Folder 1 Correspondence and receipts – A    1904-1905 
 
Folder 2 Correspondence and receipts – B    1904-1905 
 
Folder 3 Correspondence and receipts – C   1904-1905 
 
Folder 4 Correspondence and receipts – D    1904-1905 
 
Folder 5 Correspondence and receipts –  E-F   1904-1905 
 
Folder 6 Correspondence and receipts – G   1904-1905 
 
Folder 7 Correspondence and receipts – H-J   1904-1905 
 
Folder 8 Correspondence and receipts – K-L   1904-1905 
 
Folder 9 Correspondence and receipts – M    1904-1905 
 
Folder 10 Correspondence and receipts – P-Q   1904-1905 
 
Folder 11 Correspondence and receipts – R     1904-1905 
 
Folder 12 Correspondence and receipts – S    1904-1905 
 
Folder 13 Correspondence and receipts – T-V    1904-1905 
 
Folder 14 Correspondence and receipts – W    1904-1905 
 
 
BOX 8 Cadiz Railroad Company – Correspondence  1901-1908  
 
Folder 1 Correspondence      1902-1903 
 
Folder 2 Correspondence      1902-1906 
 
Folder 3 Correspondence      1907-1908 
 
Folder 4 Correspondence – B     Oct. 1905 
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Folder 5 Correspondence  and memoranda – C   1902-1908 
 
Folder 6 Correspondence and freight statements – E  1902-1903 
 
Folder 7 Correspondence – H-J     1902-1903 
 
Folder 8 Correspondence – K-L     1901-1908 
 
Folder 9 Correspondence – M      1903-1906 
 
Folder 10 Correspondence and transportation rates – N-O 1902-1907 
 
Folder 11 Correspondence and transportation rates – P-Q Mar. 1904 
 
Folder 12 Correspondence – R     1903 
 
Folder 13 Correspondence and rates – S     1902-1908 
 
Folder 14 Correspondence – T-V     1902-1908 
 
Folder 15 Correspondence – W      1903-1906 
 
 
BOX 9 Cadiz Railroad Company – Correspondence  1904-1905  
 
Folder 1 Correspondence – A      1904-1905 
 
Folder 2 Correspondence – B      1904-1905 
 
Folder 3 Correspondence – C      1904-1905 
 
Folder 4 Correspondence – D      1904-1905 
 
Folder 5 Correspondence – E-F     1904-1905 
 
Folder 6 Correspondence – G      1904-1905 
 
Folder 7 Correspondence – H-J     1904-1905 
 
Folder 8 Correspondence – K-L     1904-1905 
 
Folder 9 Correspondence – M      1904-1905 
 
Folder 10 Correspondence – N-O     1904-1905 
 
Folder 11 Correspondence – P-Q     1904-1905 
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Folder 12 Correspondence - R     1904-1905 
 
Folder 13 Correspondence – S     1904-1905 
 
Folder 14 Correspondence – T-V     1904-1905 
 
Folder 15 Correspondence – W     1904-1905 
 
Folder 16 Correspondence – Y-Z     1905 
 
 
BOX 10 Cadiz Railroad Company – Correspondence, 1902-1906 
  receipts, bills 
 
Folder 1 Correspondence and receipts    1905-1906 
 
Folder 2 Reports and receipts – A      1904-1905 
 
Folder 3 Receipts – B       1905-1906 
 
Folder 4 Claims, receipts and freight bills – C    1902-1906 
 
Folder 5 Receipts – D       1905 
 
Folder 6 Receipts – E-F      1905-1906 
 
Folder 7 Receipts – G       1905-1906 
 
Folder 8 Correspondence, receipts and claims – H-J  1904-1906 
 
Folder 9 Receipts – K-L      1905-1906 
 
Folder 10 Claims and receipts – M      1904-1905 
 
Folder 11 Receipts – N-O      1905-1906 
 
Folder 12 Weekly passenger reports, cash fare statements, 1905-1906 
  bimonthly reports 
 
Folder 13 Receipts – R       1904-1906 
 
Folder 14 Receipts – S       1905-1906 
 
Folder 15 Claims – T-V       1904-1906 
 
Folder 16 Claims – W        1903-1906 
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Folder 17 Freight bills – Y-Z      1904-1905 
 
 
BOX 11 Cadiz Railroad Company – Correspondence  1904-1906  
 
Folder 1 Correspondence – road bed plans   1904-1906 
 
Folder 2 Correspondence – A     1904-1906 
 
Folder 3 Correspondence – B     1904-1906 
 
Folder 4 Correspondence – C     1904-1906 
 
Folder 5 Correspondence – D     1904-1906 
 
Folder 6 Correspondence – E-F     1904-1906 
 
Folder 7 Correspondence – G     1904-1906 
 
Folder 8 Correspondence – H-J     1904-1906 
 
Folder 9 Correspondence – K-L     1904-1906 
 
Folder 10 Correspondence – M     1904-1906 
 
Folder 11 Correspondence – N-O     1904-1906 
 
Folder 12 Correspondence – P-Q      1904-1906 
 
Folder 13 Correspondence – R     1904-1906 
 
Folder 14 Correspondence – S     1904-1906 
 
Folder 15 Correspondence – T-V     1904-1906 
 
Folder 16 Correspondence – W     1904-1906 
 
Folder 17 Correspondence – Y-Z     1904-1906 
 
 
 
BOX 12 Cadiz Railroad Company – Correspondence, 1904-1907  
  receipts 
 
Folder 1 Correspondence and receipts – A    1905-1906 
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Folder 2 Correspondence – B      1904-1906 
 
Folder 3 Correspondence – C     1906 
 
Folder 4 Correspondence – D     1905-1906 
 
Folder 5 Correspondence – E-F     1905-1906 
 
Folder 6 Correspondence – G     1905-1906 
 
Folder 7 Correspondence – H-J     1905-1906 
 
Folder 8 Correspondence – K-L     1905-1906 
 
Folder 9 Correspondence – M     1905-1906 
 
Folder 10 Correspondence – N-O     1905-1907 
 
Folder 11 Correspondence – P-Q     1905-1906 
 
Folder 12 Correspondence – R     1906 
 
Folder 13 Correspondence – S     1905-1906 
 
Folder 14 Correspondence – T-V     1905-1906 
 
Folder 15 Correspondence – W     1905-1906 
 
 
BOX 13 Cadiz Railroad Company – Correspondence, 1902-1907  
  receipts, contracts 
 
Folder 1 Miscellaneous bills      1906-1907 
 
Folder 2 Receipts – A       1906-1907 
 
Folder 3 Bills – B        1902-1906 
 
Folder 4 Bills – C       1906-1907 
 
Folder 5 Correspondence – D      1907 
 
Folder 6 Receipts – E-G      1906-1907 
 
Folder 7 Receipts – H-I      1906-1907 
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Folder 8 Receipts – K-L      1906-1907 
 
Folder 9 Claims and contracts – M      1906-1907 
 
Folder 10 Correspondence and contracts    1906-1907 
 
Folder 11 Passenger reports – P-Q     1906-1907 
 
Folder 12 Miscellaneous – R       1906 
 
Folder 13 Receipts and contracts – S     1906-1907 
 
Folder 14  Contracts – T-V      1906 
 
Folder 15 Receipts and contracts – Y-Z    1906-1907 
 
 
BOX 14 Cadiz Railroad Company – Correspondence, 1905-1907  
  bills, reports 
 
Folder 1 Correspondence and freight statements – A   1906-1907 
 
Folder 2 Correspondence and bills – B     1906-1907 
 
Folder 3 Correspondence – C      1906-1907 
 
Folder 4 Correspondence – D      1906-1907 
 
Folder 5 Correspondence – E-F     1906-1907 
 
Folder 6 Correspondence – G      1905-1907 
 
Folder 7 Correspondence – H-J     1906 
 
Folder 8 Correspondence and receipts – K-L   1906 
 
Folder 9 Correspondence and reports – M    1906-1907 
 
Folder 10 Correspondence – N-O     1906 
 
Folder 11 Correspondence – P-Q     1906-1907 
 
Folder 12 Correspondence – R     1906-1907 
 
Folder 13 Correspondence – S      1906-1907 
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Folder 14 Correspondence – T-V     1906-1907 
 
Folder 15 Correspondence – W      1906-1907 
 
Folder 16 Correspondence – Y-Z     1906 
 
 
BOX 15 Cadiz Railroad Company – Correspondence  1905-1908  
 
Folder 1 Miscellaneous correspondence    1905-1907 
 
Folder 2 Correspondence – A     1907 
 
Folder 3 Correspondence – B     1906-1908 
 
Folder 4 Correspondence – C     1906-1908 
 
Folder 5 Correspondence – D     1907-1908 
 
Folder 6 Correspondence – E-F     1906-1908 
 
Folder 7 Correspondence – G     1906-1908 
 
Folder 8 Correspondence – H-J     1906-1908 
 
Folder 9 Correspondence – K-L     1906-1908 
 
Folder 10 Correspondence – M     1907-1908 
 
Folder 11 Correspondence – N-O     1907-1908 
 
Folder 12 Correspondence – P-Q     1907-1908 
 
Folder 13 Correspondence – R     1907-1908 
 
Folder 14 Correspondence – S     1906-1908 
 
Folder 15 Correspondence – T-V     1906-1907 
 
Folder 16 Correspondence – W     1906-1908 
 
 
BOX 16 Cadiz Railroad Company – Claims, receipts,  1907-1908  
  reports 
 
Folder 1 Claims – A       1907 
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Folder 2 Claims and freight bills – B-C    1906-1908 
 
Folder 3 Receipts – E-G      1907-1908 
 
Folder 4 Receipts and bills – H-J     1907-1908 
 
Folder 5 Receipts – K-L      1907-1908 
 
Folder 6 Claims – M        1907 
 
Folder 7 Receipts – N-O      1907 
 
Folder 8 Passenger reports – P-Q     1907-1908 
 
Folder 9 Receipts – S       1907-1908 
 
Folder 10 Receipts – T-V      1907-1908 
 
Folder 11 Receipts – W       1907-1908 
 
Folder 12 Miscellaneous      1907 
 
 
BOX 17 Cadiz Railroad Company – Claims, receipts,  1909-1913  
  reports, correspondence 
 
Folder 1 Freight bills and claims – A     1911-1912 
 
Folder 2 Bills – B        1912 
 
Folder 3 Freight bills and correspondence – C    1910-1912 
 
Folder 4 Correspondence – D      1911 
 
Folder 5 Correspondence and receipts – E-F    1911-1912 
 
Folder 6 Receipts – G       1911 
 
Folder 7 Receipts – H-J      1909-1913 
 
Folder 8 Receipts – K-L      1911-1912 
 
Folder 9 Claims and correspondence – M     1909-1912 
 
Folder 10 Receipts – N-O      1911-1912 
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Folder 11 Passenger reports – P-Q     1911-1912 
 
Folder 12 Receipts – S       1911-1912 
 
Folder 13 Receipts – T-V       1911-1912 
 
Folder 14 Receipts and correspondence – W    1910-1912 
 
 
BOX 18 Cadiz Railroad Company – Claims, receipts,  1907-1911  
  reports, correspondence 
 
Folder 1 Bills – A        1910 
 
Folder 2 Correspondence – B      1910-1911 
 
Folder 3 Claims and bills – C      1909-1911 
 
Folder 4 Receipts – D       1910 
 
Folder 5 Receipts – E       1909-1911 
 
Folder 6 Freight bills – F       1908-1911 
 
Folder 7 Receipts – G       1910 
 
Folder 8 Receipts – H       1910-1911 
 
Folder 9 Reports and bills – I      1910-1911 
 
Folder 10 Claims – J        1908-1910 
 
Folder 11 Bills and receipts – K-L      1910-1911 
 
Folder 12 Bills – M-Mc       1910-1911 
 
Folder 13 Bills – N-O       1909-1910 
 
Folder 14 Telegrams and reports – P     1909-1911 
 
Folder 15 Claims – R-S       1907-1911 
 
Folder 16 Receipts and bills – T      1910-1911 
 
Folder 17 Receipts – U-V      1910 
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Folder 18 Freight bills and claims – W     1910-1911 
 
 
BOX 19 Cadiz Railroad Company – Bills, receipts,  1909-1913  
  reports, correspondence 
 
Folder 1 Correspondence and freight statements – A   1910-1913 
 
Folder 2 Bills of lading and correspondence – B    1910-1913 
 
Folder 3 Correspondence, receipts, bills of lading, freight 1909-1912 
  bills and statements – C   
 
Folder 4 Correspondence – D      1911-1913 
 
Folder 5 Correspondence, bills, bills of lading, freight   1911-1913 
  bills – E-F 
 
Folder 6 Correspondence – G      1911-1913 
 
Folder 7 Correspondence, claims tickets, freight bills – H-J 1911-1913 
 
Folder 8 Billing instructions, correspondence, freight bills, 1909-1912 
  bills of lading – K-L  
 
Folder 9 Correspondence – M     1909 
 
Folder 10 Correspondence – N-O     1911-1913 
 
Folder 11 Correspondence – P-Q     1910-1912 
 
Folder 12 Correspondence – R     1911-1913 
 
Folder 13 Freight bills, bills of lading, correspondence – S  1909-1913 
 
Folder 14 Correspondence and billing instructions – T-V   1911-1913 
 
Folder 15 Correspondence and freight bills – W    1909-1913 
 
 
 
BOX 20 Cadiz Railroad Company – Bills, receipts,  1901-1944  
  claims, correspondence 
 
Folder 1 Misc. Correspondence, memo typewriter manual 1901-1944 
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Folder 2 Correspondence – A     1908-1912 
 
Folder 3 Claims and correspondence – B     1909-1912 
 
Folder 4 Claims – C       1908-1912 
 
Folder 5 Claims – D        1908-1910 
 
Folder 6 Way Bills – E-F      1907-1912 
 
Folder 7 Correspondence and shipping statements – G  1909-1912 
 
Folder 8 Correspondence and shipping statements – H-J 1909-1912 
 
Folder 9 Correspondence– K-L     1908-1912 
 
Folder 10 Correspondence– M     1908-1912 
 
Folder 11 Claims – N-O     1909-1913 
 
Folder 12 Contracts and claims – R      1906-1912 
 
Folder 13 Correspondence and transportation of corpse– S  1908-1913 
 
Folder 14 Correspondence – T-V     1909-1912 
 
Folder 15 Correspondence– W      1908-1912 
 
Folder 16 Correspondence – Y-Z     1908-1912 
 
 
BOX 21 Cadiz Railroad Company – Correspondence, 1904-1912  
  shipping orders, claims 
 
Folder 1 Correspondence, shipping statements, claims – A  1908-1911 
 
Folder 2 Correspondence, shipping statements, orders – B  1908-1911 
 
Folder 3  Correspondence, correction sheets, orders, delivery 1908-1912 
  instructions – C  
 
Folder 4 Correspondence – D      1909-1911 
 
Folder 5 Correspondence – E      1908-1911 
 
Folder 6 Correspondence, shipping orders – F    1908-1911 
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Folder 7 Correspondence, shipping orders, winter tour   1908-1911 
  rates – G  
 
Folder 8 Correspondence and shipping orders – H   1908-1911 
 
Folder 9 Correspondence and claim tickets – I    1909-1911 
 
Folder 10 Correspondence and shipping orders – J   1909-1912 
 
Folder 11 Correspondence and shipping, claims – K   1909-1911 
 
Folder 12 Correspondence and billing instructions – L   1908-1911 
 
Folder 13 Correspondence – M      1908-1911 
 
Folder 14 Correspondence – Mc      1909-1910 
 
Folder 15 Correspondence – N      1909-1910 
 
Folder 16 Correspondence and shipping orders – O   1904-1911 
 
Folder 17 Correspondence and– R      1908-1911 
 
Folder 18  Correspondence and shipping orders – S   1904-1911 
 
Folder 19 Correspondence, freight bills, dispatches – T   1908-1911 
 
Folder 20 Correspondence – U-V      1910-1911 
 
Folder 21 Correspondence and shipping orders – W   1909-1911 
 
 
BOX 22 Cadiz Railroad Company – Correspondence, 1912-1914  
  freight bills, receipts 
 
Folder 1 Correspondence and freight statements – A   1913-1914 
 
Folder 2 Bills of lading – B       1913-1914 
 
Folder 3 Correspondence – C      1912-1914 
 
Folder 4 Correspondence – D      1913 
 
Folder 5 Correspondence – E-F     1913 
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Folder 6 Correspondence – G      1913-1914 
 
Folder 7 Correspondence, freight bills, receipts – H-J  1912-1914 
 
Folder 8 Correspondence and receipts – K-L   1913-1914 
 
Folder 9 Correspondence – M      1913-1914 
 
Folder 10 Correspondence – N-O     1913-1914 
 
Folder 11 Correspondence and receipts – P-Q    1912-1913 
 
Folder 12 Correspondence and freight bills – R    1912-1914 
 
Folder 13 Correspondence – S      1913-1914 
 
Folder 14 Correspondence and receipts – T-V    1913 
 
Folder 15 Correspondence and freight bills – W    1913-1914 
 
 
BOX 23 Cadiz Railroad Company – Correspondence  1913-1916  
 
Folder 1 Correspondence – A     1913-1916 
  
Folder 2 Correspondence – B     1913-1916 
 
Folder 3 Correspondence – C      1913-1916 
 
Folder 4 Correspondence – D       1913-1916 
 
Folder 5 Correspondence – E-F     1913-1916 
 
Folder 6 Correspondence – G     1913-1916 
 
Folder 7 Correspondence – H     1913-1916 
 
Folder 8 Correspondence – I      1913-1916 
 
Folder 9 Correspondence – J      1913-1916 
 
Folder 10 Correspondence – K-L     1913-1916 
 
Folder 11 Correspondence – M     1913-1916 
 
Folder 12 Correspondence – N-O     1913-1916 
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Folder 13 Correspondence – P-Q     1913-1916 
 
Folder 14 Correspondence – R     1913-1916 
 
Folder 15 Correspondence – S     1913-1916 
 
Folder 16 Correspondence – T-V     1913-1916 
 
Folder 17 Correspondence – W     1913-1916 
 
Folder 18 Correspondence – Y-Z     1913-1916 
 
 
BOX 24 Cadiz Railroad Company – Receipts, bills,   1905-1914  
  claims 
 
Folder 1 Miscellaneous receipts; loss and damage claims 1912-1914 
 
Folder 2 Receipts; loss and damage claims – A    1912-1914 
 
Folder 3 Receipts; loss and damage claims – B    1913 
 
Folder 4 Receipts; loss and damage claims; freight bills – C  1905-1914 
 
Folder 5 Receipts – D       1913-1914 
 
Folder 6 Receipts – E-F      1913 
 
Folder 7 Receipts – G       1913-1914 
 
Folder 8 Receipts; loss and damage claims – H-J   1912-1914 
 
Folder 9 Receipts – K-L      1912-1914 
 
Folder 10 Receipts – M       1913-1914 
 
Folder 11 Receipts – N-O      1913-1914 
 
Folder 12 Receipts, passenger reports, fare statements – P-Q 1913-1914 
 
Folder 13 Receipts and overcharge claims – R   1913-1914 
 
Folder 14 Receipts – S       1913-1914 
 
Folder 15 Receipts – T-V      1913-1914 
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Folder 16 Receipts; loss and damage claims – W   1913-1914 
 
 
BOX 25 Cadiz Railroad Company – Receipts, bills,   1912-1916  
  claims 
   
Folder 1 Loss, damage, and overcharge claims; receipts; 1912-1915 
  correspondence – A 
 
Folder 2 Receipts; loss and damage claims – B    1914-1915 
 
Folder 3 Receipts and freight bills – C     1915 
 
Folder 4 Receipts – D       1915 
 
Folder 5 Receipts – E-F      1915 
 
Folder 6 Receipts; loss and damage claims – H-J   1914-1915 
 
Folder 7 Loss, damage, and overcharge claims – K-L  1914-1915 
 
Folder 8 Receipts and overcharge claims – M    1914-1915 
 
Folder 9 Receipts – N-O      1915 
 
Folder 10 Receipts, passenger reports, fare statements,  1914-1915 
  revenue reports, damage claims – P-Q 
 
Folder 11 Correspondence – R      1915 
 
Folder 12 Receipts; loss and damage claims – S   1915-1916 
 
Folder 13 Receipts; loss and damage claims – T-V   1915 
 
Folder 14 Receipts; loss, damage, overcharge claims – W 1913-1915 
 
 
BOX 26 Cadiz Railroad Company – Correspondence, 1912-1916  
  bills, receipts 
 
Folder 1 Correspondence      1914 
 
Folder 2 Correspondence; freight statements – A   1913-1916 
 
Folder 3 Correspondence – B      1914 
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Folder 4 Correspondence, freight bills, bills of lading,  1913-1916 
  shipper’s certificate – C  
 
Folder 5 Correspondence – D     1914-1916 
 
Folder 6 Correspondence – E-F     1912-1915 
 
Folder 7 Correspondence and freight bills – G   1913-1916 
 
Folder 8 Correspondence, freight bills, receipts, bills of  1914-1916 
  lading, claimants’ notification cards – H-J 
 
Folder 9 Correspondence, freight bills, claimants’   1913-1916 
  notification cards – K-L 
 
Folder 10 Correspondence and freight bills – M    1913-1916 
 
Folder 11 Correspondence and way bills – N-O   1914-1916 
 
Folder 12 Correspondence – P-Q     1914-1916 
 
Folder 13 Correspondence and express receipts – R  1914-1916 
 
Folder 14 Correspondence, claimants’ notification cards,  1914-1916 
  freight bills – S  
 
Folder 15 Correspondence – T-V     1913-1916 
 
Folder 16 Correspondence – W      1913-1916 
 
 
BOX 27 Cadiz Railroad Company – Correspondence, 1914-1917  
  bills, receipts 
 
Folder 1 Correspondence and receipts – A    1916-1917 
 
Folder 2 Correspondence and receipts – B    1915-1917 
 
Folder 3 Freight bills and statements – C     1914-1917 
 
Folder 4 Receipts – D       1916-1917 
 
Folder 5 Correspondence – E-F      1916-1917 
 
Folder 6 Receipts – G       1916-1917 
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Folder 7 Correspondence and receipts – H-J   1915-1917 
 
Folder 8 Receipts – K-L      1915-1917 
 
Folder 9 Receipts – M       1915-1917 
 
Folder 10 Receipts – N-O      1916-1917 
 
Folder 11 Correspondence and freight bills – P-Q   1916-1917 
 
Folder 12 Receipts – S       1915-1917 
 
Folder 13 Receipts – T-V      1915-1917 
 
Folder 14 Correspondence and receipts – W    1915-1917 
 
 
BOX 28 Cadiz Railroad Company – Correspondence, 1915-1917  
  claims, reports 
 
Folder 1 Correspondence and freight statements – A  1916-1917 
 
Folder 2 Correspondence – B      1915-1917 
 
Folder 3 Correspondence; missing, damaged freight – C  1916-1917 
 
Folder 4 Correspondence – D      1916-1917 
 
Folder 5 Correspondence and overcharge claims – E-F  1916-1917 
 
Folder 6 Correspondence; missing, damaged freight – G 1915-1917 
 
Folder 7 Correspondence; missing, damaged freight – H-J 1915-1917 
 
Folder 8 Correspondence, bills of lading, overcharge claims, 1916-1917 
  indemnity bond – K  
 
Folder 9 Correspondence – L      1916-1917 
 
Folder 10 Correspondence – M      1916 
 
Folder 11 Correspondence – N-O     1917 
 
Folder 12 Correspondence, passenger reports, exemption 1916-1917 
  certificates, fare statements – P-Q 
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Folder 13 Correspondence; missing, damaged freight – R 1916-1917 
 
Folder 14 Missing, damage, overcharge claims – S   1915-1917 
 
Folder 15 Missing, damage claims; correspondence – T-V 1916-1917 
 
Folder 16 Missing, damage, overcharge claims;    1915-1917 
  correspondence – W  
 
 
BOX 29 Cadiz Railroad Company – Correspondence  1919-1923  
  
Folder 1 Correspondence – A     1919-1923 
 
Folder 2 Correspondence – B     1919-1923 
 
Folder 3 Correspondence – C     1919-1923 
 
Folder 4 Correspondence – D     1919-1923 
 
Folder 5 Correspondence – E-F     1919-1923 
 
Folder 6  Correspondence – G     1919-1923 
 
Folder 7 Correspondence – H-J     1919-1923 
 
Folder 8 Correspondence – K-L     1919-1923 
 
Folder 9 Correspondence – M     1919-1923 
 
Folder 10 Correspondence – N-O     1919-1923 
 
Folder 11 Correspondence – P-Q     1919-1923 
 
Folder 12 Correspondence – R     1919-1923 
 
Folder 13 Correspondence – S     1919-1923 
 
Folder 14 Correspondence – T-V     1919-1923 
 
Folder 15 Correspondence – W     1919-1923 
 
 
BOX 30 Cadiz Railroad Company – Bills of Lading  1922-1927  
 
Folder 1 Bills of lading – A      1922-1927 
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Folder 2 Bills of lading – B      1922-1927 
 
Folder 3 Bills of lading – C      1922-1927 
 
Folder 4 Bills of lading – D      1922-1927 
 
Folder 5 Bills of lading – E-F      1922-1927 
 
Folder 6 Bills of lading – G      1922-1927 
 
Folder 7 Bills of lading – H-J      1922-1927 
 
Folder 8 Bills of lading – K-L      1922-1927 
 
Folder 9 Bills of lading – M      1922-1927 
 
Folder 10 Bills of lading – N-O      1922-1927 
 
Folder 11 Bills of lading – P-Q      1922-1927 
 
Folder 12 Bills of lading – R      1922-1927 
 
Folder 13 Bills of lading – S      1922-1927 
 
Folder 14 Bills of lading – T-V      1922-1927 
 
Folder 15 Bills of lading – W      1922-1927 
 
 
BOX 31 Cadiz Railroad Company – Receipts, claims, 1915-1927  
  reports 
 
Folder 1 Receipts – A       1925-1926 
 
Folder 2 Receipts – B       1926 
 
Folder 3 Receipts, freight bills, passenger reports, fare  1915-1926 
  statements, bus revenue – C  
 
Folder 4 Receipts – E-F       1926 
 
Folder 5 Receipts – G       1917-1926 
 
Folder 6 Receipts and overcharge claims – H-J   1925-1927 
 
Folder 7 Receipts and correspondence – L   1923-1926 
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Folder 8 Mail service – M       1926 
 
Folder 9 Receipts – N-O      1925-1926 
 
Folder 10 Receipts and mail service reports – P-Q   1926 
 
Folder 11 Receipts – S       1925-1926 
 
Folder 12 Receipts; certificate of water source – T-V  1925-1926 
 
Folder 13 Receipts – W       1926 
 
 
BOX 32 Cadiz Railroad Company – Correspondence,  1920-1928  
  receipts, claims 
 
Folder 1 Miscellaneous       1926-1927 
 
Folder 2 Correspondence – A      1923-1924 
 
Folder 3 Correspondence and receipts – B    1924-1925 
 
Folder 4 Correspondence – C      1924 
 
Folder 5 Correspondence – D     1923-1924 
 
Folder 6 Correspondence      1923 
 
Folder 7 Correspondence and freight claims – G    1922-1924 
 
Folder 8 Correspondence – H-J     1923-1928 
 
Folder 9 Correspondence – K      1922-1924 
 
Folder 10 Correspondence – L      1923-1924 
 
Folder 11 Correspondence – M      1923-1924 
 
Folder 12 Correspondence, passenger reports, fare  1923-1924 
  statements – N-O 
 
Folder 13 Correspondence – P-Q     1923-1924 
 
Folder 14 Correspondence and freight claims – R    1920-1924 
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Folder 15 Correspondence – S      1923-1924 
 
Folder 16 Correspondence – T-V     1923-1924 
 
Folder 17 Correspondence – W      1923 
 
 
BOX 33 Cadiz Railroad Company – Correspondence  1923-1924  
 
Folder 1 Correspondence – A      1923-1924 
 
Folder 2 Correspondence – B      1923-1924 
 
Folder 3 Correspondence – C      1923-1924 
 
Folder 4 Correspondence – D     1923-1924 
 
Folder 5 Correspondence – E-F     1923-1924 
 
Folder 6 Correspondence – G      1923-1924 
 
Folder 7 Correspondence – H-J     1923-1924 
 
Folder 8 Correspondence – K-L     1923-1924 
 
Folder 9 Correspondence – L     1923-1926 
 
Folder 10 Correspondence – M     1923-1924 
 
Folder 11 Correspondence – N-O     1923-1924 
 
Folder 12 Correspondence – P-Q     1923-1924 
 
Folder 13 Correspondence – R      1923-1924 
 
Folder 14 Correspondence – S      1923-1924 
 
Folder 15 Correspondence – T-V     1923-1924 
 
Folder 16 Correspondence - W     1923-1924 
 
Folder 17 Correspondence – Y-Z     1923-1924 
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BOX 34 Cadiz Railroad Company – Correspondence,  1924-1926  
  bills, reports 
 
Folder 1 Correspondence – A      1925-1926 
 
Folder 2 Correspondence – B      1924-1926 
 
Folder 3 Correspondence – C      1924-1926 
 
Folder 4 Correspondence and freight bills – D-F   1925-1926 
 
Folder 5 Correspondence – G     1925 
 
Folder 6 Correspondence – H-J     1925-1926 
 
Folder 7 Correspondence – K     1924-1926 
 
Folder 8 Correspondence – L     1925-1926 
 
Folder 9 Correspondence – M     1925-1926 
 
Folder 10 Correspondence – N-O     1925 
 
Folder 11 Passenger reports – P-R     1925-1926 
 
Folder 12 Correspondence – S     1925-1926 
 
Folder 13 Correspondence – T-V     1925-1926 
 
Folder 14 Correspondence – W     1925-1926 
 
 
BOX 35 Cadiz Railroad Company – Correspondence,  1922-1926  
  receipts, reports, accounts 
 
Folder 1 Correspondence and contracts – A    1924-1925 
 
Folder 2 Correspondence, contracts, receipts – B   1924-1925 
 
Folder 3 Receipts – C       1924-1925 
 
Folder 4 Receipts – E-F      1924-1925 
 
Folder 5 Accounts and receipts – G     1924-1925 
 
Folder 6 Accounts – H-J      1922-1925 
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Folder 7 Contracts – K       1924-1925 
 
Folder 8 Bills – L        1921-1925 
 
Folder 9 Invoices – M-O      1921-1925 
 
Folder 10 Passenger reports – P-Q     1924-1926 
 
Folder 11 Receipts – R       1923-1925 
 
Folder 12 Invoices – S        1920-1925 
 
Folder 13 Claims and receipts – T-V     1923-1925 
 
Folder 14 Invoices – W       1923-1925 
 
 
BOX 36 Cadiz Railroad Company – Correspondence,  1925-1937  
  memoranda 
 
Folder 1 Correspondence and ICC pamphlet (F-53)  1928-1930 
 
Folder 2 Correspondence (F-53)     1931-1936 
 
Folder 3 Correspondence and freight bills (F-55)   1928-1936 
 
Folder 4 Bills of lading (F-55)      1927-1928 
 
Folder 5 Correspondence and telegram (F-56)   1929-1932 
 
Folder 6 Correspondence (F-56)     1933 
 
Folder 7 Correspondence, memoranda (F-56)   1934-1937 
 
Folder 8 Correspondence, bills of lading, tracer and  1928-1936 
  arrival notices (F-60) 
 
Folder 9 Correspondence and memoranda (G-1)   1925-1932 
 
 
BOX 37 Cadiz Railroad Company – Correspondence,  1927-1938  
  memoranda, receipts 
 
Folder 1 Receipts, correspondence, ICC bills, pamphlet (G-1) 1933-1935 
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Folder 2 Correspondence, receipts, pamphlet, Trigg County 1936-1938 
  Health Department reports, memoranda (G-1) 
 
Folder 3 Receipts (I-2)      1927-1938 
 
Folder 4 Correspondence on insurance; receipts (I-15)  1929-1937 
 
 
BOX 38 Cadiz Railroad Company – Correspondence,  1908-1942  
  memoranda, receipts  
 
Folder 1 Annual report to ICC (L-81) 
 
Folder 2 Bills, receipts, correspondence (L-81) 
 
Folder 3 Correspondence, passenger reports, ticket sales, 
  receipts (P-3) 
 
Folder 4 Memoranda and correspondence re: free passes 
  for employees (P-21) 
 
Folder 5 Correspondence (T-1) 
 
Folder 6 Correspondence, memoranda, tariff circulars (T-1) 
 
Folder 7 Tariffs and correspondence (T-1) 
 
Folder 8 Memoranda (T-1) 
 
 
BOX 39 Cadiz Railroad Company – Correspondence,  1939-1942  
  memoranda, receipts 
 
Folder 1 Correspondence, memoranda, supplements (T-1) 1939-1940 
 
Folder 2 Correspondence, memoranda, ICC regulations on 1940 
  explosives (T-1) 
 
Folder 3 Receipts, memoranda, and tariffs (T-1)   1940-1941 
 
Folder 4 Correspondence, tariff circular, memoranda (T-1) 1939-1941 
 
Folder 5 Memoranda (T-1)      1940-1941 
 
Folder 6 Memoranda and tariffs (T-1)    1939-1941 
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Folder 7 Receipts and tariffs (T-1)     1940-1941 
 
Folder 8 Receipts and tariffs (T-1)     1941 
 
Folder 9 Receipts, memoranda, correspondence and  1941-1942 
  supplements (T-1) 
 
 
BOX 40 Cadiz Railroad Company – Reports, manuals,  1938-1948,  
  tariffs, receipts      n.d. 
 
Folder 1 Memoranda, receipts, tariffs (L-81)   1938-1942 
 
Folder 2 Tariffs and receipts (T-1)     1941-1942 
 
Folder 3 Annual reports      1946-1948 
 
Folder 4 Cadiz Railroad Retirement Board Regulations  n.d. 
 
 
BOX 41 Cadiz Railroad Company – Reports to ICC  1914-1938  
  and related correspondence 
 
Folder 1 Annual reports to ICC and correspondence  1914-1915 
 
Folder 2 Annual reports to ICC and correspondence  1916-1917 
 
Folder 3 Annual reports to ICC and correspondence  1918-1919 
 
Folder 4 Annual reports to ICC and correspondence  n.d. 
 
Folder 5 Annual reports to ICC and correspondence  1922-1923 
 
Folder 6 Annual reports to ICC and correspondence  1924-1925 
 
Folder 7 Annual reports to ICC and correspondence  1926-1927 
 
Folder 8  Annual reports to ICC and correspondence  1928-1929 
 
Folder 9 Annual reports to ICC and correspondence   1930-1931 
 
Folder 10 Annual reports to ICC and correspondence  1932-1933 
 
Folder 11 Annual reports to ICC and correspondence  1934-1935 
 
Folder 12 Annual reports to ICC and correspondence   1936-1937 
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Folder 13 Annual reports to ICC and correspondence   1938 
 
 
BOX 42 Cadiz Railroad Company – Reports to ICC  1939-1944  
  and related correspondence 
  
Folder 1 Annual report to ICC (duplicates)     1939 
 
Folder 2 Annual report to ICC and correspondence  1940 
 
Folder 3 Annual report to ICC and correspondence  1941 
 
Folder 4 Annual report to ICC      1942 
 
Folder 5  Annual report to ICC and correspondence  1943 
 
Folder 6 Annual report to ICC and correspondence  1944 
 
Folder 7 Correspondence and memorandum    1945-1947 
  Annual report 1945  
 
Folder 8 Correspondence and memorandum    1943-1948 
  Annual report 1946 
 
Folder 9  Correspondence and memorandum   1947-1949 
  Annual report 1947   
 
Folder 10 Correspondence      1948-1950 
  Annual report 1948 
 
Folder 11 Correspondence and memorandum   1949-1951 
  Annual report 1949 
 
Folder 12 Memorandum       1950 
  Annual report 1950    
 
 
BOX 43 Cadiz Railroad Company – Correspondence, 1943-1951  
  memoranda, annual reports    
 
Folder 1 Memorandum and Correspondence    1944-1946 
  Telegram T-1 
 
Folder 2 Memorandum, tariffs, correspondence,   1943-1946 
  and receipts (T-10)    
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Folder 3 Receipts and tariffs (T-1)     1943 
 
Folder 4 Tariffs and memorandum (T-1)    1943 
 
 
BOX 44 Cadiz Railroad Company – Correspondence, 1942-1948 
  memoranda, tariffs, receipts 
 
Folder 1 Tariffs, correspondence, memoranda, receipts (T-1) 1946-1947 
 
Folder 2 Tariffs, receipts (T-1)     1947 
 
Folder 3 Tariffs, memoranda, receipts (T-1)   1947 
 
Folder 4 Tariffs, correspondence, memoranda (T-1)  1942-1948 
 
Folder 5 Tariffs, correspondence, memoranda, receipts (T-1) 1943-1944 
 
Folder 6 Tariffs, receipts (T-1)     1944-1945 
 
Folder 7 Tariffs, receipts (T-1)     1944 
 
Folder 8 Tariffs, receipts (T-1)     1945 
 
Folder 9 Tariffs, correspondence, receipts (T-1)   1945-1946 
 
Folder 10 Tariffs, correspondence, receipts (T-1)   1946 
 
Folder 11 Tariffs, correspondence, receipts (T-1)   1945-1946 
 
 
BOX 45 Cadiz Railroad Company – Reports, Materials 1901-1948  
  Records 
 
Folder 1 Tax summary reports and returns    1945-1946 
 
Folder 2 Freight bills, verification reports, correspondence, 1901-1943 
  tax returns, retirement compensation reports (R-33) 
 
Folder 3 Tax summary reports, accident reports, tax   1942-1948 
  receipts (R-33) 
 
Folder 4 Records of materials used & location, materials on 1932-1933 
  hand and labor (R-33) 
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Folder 5 Records of materials used & location, materials on 1934-1935 
  hand and labor (R-33) 
 
Folder 6 Records of materials used & location, materials on 1936-1937 
  hand and labor (R-33) 
 
Folder 7 Records of materials used & location, materials on 1938-1939 
  hand and labor (R-33) 
 
Folder 8 Records of materials used & location, materials on 1940-1941 
  hand and labor (R-33) 
 
Folder 9 Records of materials used & location, materials on 1942-1944 
  hand and labor (R-33) 
 
 
BOX 46 Cadiz Railroad Company – Tariffs, supplements 1938-1951  
 
Folder 1 Tariffs #16 & #17 and cream tariff    1938-1941 
 
Folder 2 Cream tariff       May 1941 
 
Folder 3 Supplement #1 to Tariff #17    April 1941 
 
Folder 4 Supplement #2 to Tariff #17    May 1943 
 
Folder 5 Supplement #3 to Tariff #17    Dec. 1943 
 
Folder 6 Supplement #4 to Tariff #17    June 1944 
 
Folder 7 Supplement #5 to Tariff #17    Dec. 1944 
 
Folder 8 Supplement #6 to Tariff #17    Nov. 1945 
 
Folder 9 Supplement #7 to Tariff #17    June 1946 
 
Folder 10 Supplement #8 to Tariff #17    Dec. 1946 
 
Folder 11 Supplement #9 to Tariff #17    Oct. 1947 
 
Folder 12 Supplement #10 to Tariff #17    Apr. 1948 
 
Folder 13 Supplement #11 to Tariff #17    Jan. 1949 
 
Folder 14 Supplement #12 to Tariff #17    Aug. 1949 
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Folder 15 Supplement #13 to Tariff #17    Jan. 1951 
 
Folder 16 Supplement #14 to Tariff #17    Mar. 1951 
 
 
BOX 47 Cadiz Railroad Company – Correspondence,  1952-1953  
  memoranda, bulletins      
 
Folder 1 Correspondence, memoranda, seminar report,  1952 
  truck registration  
 
Folder 2 Weekly bulletin, memoranda, correspondence  1952 
 
Folder 3 Weekly bulletin, memoranda, correspondence  1952 
 
Folder 4 Weekly bulletins, memoranda    1952 
 
Folder 5 Memoranda, correspondence    1952 
 
Folder 6 Weekly bulletin, memoranda, correspondence  1952 
 
Folder 7 Supplements, memoranda, weekly bulletins  1952 
 
Folder 8 Circulars, memoranda, weekly bulletins   1952 
 
Folder 9 Weekly bulletins, memoranda, correspondence, 1952 
  supplements 
 
Folder 10 Weekly bulletins, memoranda, correspondence, 1952 
  supplements 
 
Folder 11 Weekly bulletins, memoranda    1952 
 
 
BOX 48 Cadiz Railroad Company – Correspondence,  1952-1953   
  memoranda, bulletins 
  
Folder 1 Correspondence, routing guides, memoranda, 
  weekly bulletins 
 
Folder 2 Supplements and petition 
 
Folder 3 Correspondence, routing guides, memoranda 
 
Folder 4 Routing guides 
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Folder 5 Freight rates, service orders, supplements 
 
Folder 6 Correspondence, routing guides, weekly bulletins, 
  service orders 
 
Folder 7 Correspondence, rating cancellations, car orders, 
  rate tariff changes, bulletins, meeting minutes 
 
Folder 8 Service order amendments, supplements, weekly 
  bulletins, correspondence, Federal Register 
 
Folder 9 Supplements, correspondence, freight rates, weekly 
  bulletins, service order revisions, truck certificate 
 
Folder 10 Correspondence, weekly bulletins, supplements, 
  service order amendments, memoranda, 
  membership meeting notice 
 
Folder 11 Correspondence, weekly bulletins, memoranda, 
  circulars 
 
Folder 12 Correspondence, supplements, service orders,  
  circulars, rate tariff, class rates 
 
Folder 13 Correspondence, memoranda, pass to Owensboro 
  distillery, service orders, circular, weekly bulletins 
 
Folder 14 Freight rate increases, memoranda, weekly bulletin,  
  service orders, supplements, class rates,  
correspondence 
 
 
BOX 49 Cadiz Railroad Company – Correspondence,  1951-1953  
  memoranda, bulletins, circulars, etc. 
 
Folder 1 Freight tariff supplements 
 
Folder 2 Memoranda, correspondence, supplements, 
  weekly bulletins 
 
Folder 3 Supplements, memoranda, weekly bulletins 
 
Folder 4 Memoranda, weekly bulletins 
 
Folder 5 Poster, memoranda, supplements, circulars, service 
  orders, weekly bulletins 
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Folder 6 Memoranda, correspondence, supplements, weekly 
  bulletins 
 
Folder 7 Memoranda, correspondence, supplements, weekly 
  bulletins 
 
Folder 8 ICC Official-Southern Divisions, memoranda,  
  catalog, correspondence 
 
Folder 9 Memoranda, correspondence, attendance list, 
  service orders, weekly bulletins, supplements, 
  Chapter 1 ICC 
 
Folder 10 Memoranda, meeting minutes, supplements,  
weekly bulletins, report form, service order,  
correspondence 
 
Folder 11 Correspondence, weekly bulletins, memoranda, 
  supplements 
 
Folder 12 Memoranda, weekly bulletins, miscellaneous 
 
Folder 13 Memoranda, service orders, miscellaneous 
 
Folder 14 Memoranda, correspondence, supplements 
 
Folder 15 Memoranda, correspondence, supplements 
 
Folder 16 Memoranda, correspondence, supplements, weekly 
  bulletins, miscellaneous 
 
 
BOX 50 Cadiz Railroad Company – Correspondence,  1952-1955  
  memoranda, bulletins, etc. 
 
Folder 1 Memoranda, car orders, weekly bulletins,  
  supplements, correspondence 
 
Folder 2 Memoranda, supplements, weekly bulletin, ICC 
  notice 
 
Folder 3 Memoranda, weekly bulletins, legislative bulletins, 
  disposition advice 
 
Folder 4 Memoranda, weekly bulletins, correspondence, 
  routing 
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Folder 5 Tariff Bureau 
 
Folder 6 Memoranda, bulletins, supplements,  
Senate Bill 205 
 
Folder 7 Memoranda, Senate Bill 202, supplements,  
  correspondence and bulletins 
 
Folder 8 Memoranda, supplements, bulletins,  
correspondence 
 
Folder 9 Memoranda, supplements, bulletins 
 
Folder 10 Memoranda, correspondence, weekly bulletins 
 
Folder 11 ICC notice and tariff 
 
Folder 12 ICC notice 
 
Folder 13 Memoranda, service orders, supplements,  
weekly bulletins, miscellaneous 
 
 
BOX 51 Cadiz Railroad Company – Memoranda,   1952   
  bulletins, etc. 
 
Folder 1 Memoranda, weekly bulletins, supplements 
 
Folder 2 Legislative bulletins, memoranda, routing, weekly 
  bulletins 
 
Folder 3 Memoranda, amendments to service orders,  
weekly bulletins, supplements 
 
Folder 4 Committee reports, memoranda, meeting  
minutes, address to American Short Line Railroad,  
  advertisement 
 
 
BOX 52 Cadiz Railroad Company – Memoranda,   1949   
  correspondence, bulletins, etc. 
 
Folder 1 Receipts, correspondence, bulletins, supplements 
 
Folder 2 Official complaint, correspondence, bulletins, 
  memoranda 
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Folder 3 Memoranda, rates, catalog, circulars, bulletins, 
  correspondence 
 
Folder 4 Memoranda, receipts, notices, bulletins,  
  correspondence 
 
Folder 5 Supplements, correspondence, bulletins,  
receipts, freight bills, miscellaneous 
 
Folder 6 Memoranda, receipts, correspondence, circulars, 
  supplements, miscellaneous 
 
Folder 7 Tariffs, receipts, memoranda, freight bills,  
  correspondence, statements 
 
Folder 8 Freight bills, receipts, memoranda,  
correspondence, tariffs 
 
Folder 9 Memoranda, receipts, supplements, service orders,  
  freight bills, catalog, correspondence 
 
Folder 10 Correspondence, catalog, order, supplements, 
  receipts, service orders, memoranda, claims 
 
Folder 11 Receipts, tariffs, memoranda, notices 
 
Folder 12 Receipts, tariffs, statements, memoranda, 
  correspondence 
 
Folder 13 Memoranda, freight bills, correspondence 
 
 
BOX 53 Cadiz Railroad Company – Memoranda,   1948-1949 
  correspondence, bulletins, etc. 
   
Folder 1 Memoranda, correspondence, supplements,  
  receipts 
 
Folder 2 Memoranda, forms, supplements, miscellaneous 
 
Folder 3 Memoranda, correspondence, supplements,  
receipts, statements, bulletins, miscellaneous 
 
Folder 4 Memoranda, supplements, correspondence,  
freight bills, receipts, damage claims,  
miscellaneous 
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Folder 5 Memoranda, receipts, correspondence, 
statements, circulars, damage claims,  
miscellaneous 
 
Folder 6 Memoranda, receipts, supplements, bulletins, 
  correspondence, statements, bills of lading,  
damage claims 
 
Folder 7 Memoranda, correspondence, receipts,  
statements, tariffs, bulletins, freight bills,  
damage claims 
 
Folder 8 Receipts, supplements, statements, bills,  
damage claims 
 
Folder 9 Receipts, bills, statements, freight bills 
 
Folder 10 Receipts, bills, statements, freight bills, claims 
 
Folder 11 Bills, insurance premium, freight bills, tariffs, 
  miscellaneous 
 
Folder 12 Protest to ICC, American Railroad Southern  
  Territory layout 
 
 
BOX 54 Cadiz Railroad Company – Loss or damage   1944-1946 
  claims 
   
Folder 1 Loss or damage claims 
 
Folder 2 Loss or damage claims 
 
Folder 3 Loss or damage claims 
 
Folder 4 Loss or damage claims 
 
Folder 5 Loss or damage claims 
 
Folder 6 Loss or damage claims 
 
Folder 7 Loss or damage claims 
 
Folder 8 Loss or damage claims 
 
Folder 9 Loss or damage claims 
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Folder 10 Loss or damage claims 
 
Folder 11 Loss or damage claims 
 
 
BOX 55 Cadiz Railroad Company – Loss/damage claims, 1945-1946   
  overcharge claims, correspondence 
 
Folder 1 Loss or damage claims, overcharge claims 
 
Folder 2 Loss or damage claims, overcharge claims 
 
Folder 3 Loss or damage claims, overcharge claims 
 
Folder 4 Loss or damage claims, overcharge claims 
 
Folder 5 Loss or damage claims, overcharge claims 
 
Folder 6 Loss or damage claims, overcharge claims 
 
Folder 7   Loss or damage claims, overcharge claims 
 
Folder 8 Overcharge claims and correspondence 
 
Folder 9 Correspondence – re: claims 
 
 
BOX 56 Cadiz Railroad Company – Loss/damage claims, 1946-1947 
  overcharge claims, correspondence 
 
Folder 1 Loss or damage claims 
 
Folder 2 Loss or damage claims; overcharge claims 
 
Folder 3 Loss or damage claims; overcharge claims 
 
Folder 4 Loss or damage claims; overcharge claims; 
  correspondence 
 
Folder 5 Overcharge claims 
 
Folder 6 Overcharge claims and correspondence 
 
Folder 7 Overcharge claims and correspondence 
 
Folder 8 Loss or damage claims; overcharge claims 
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Folder 9 Loss or damage claims; overcharge claims; 
  correspondence 
 
Folder 10 Loss or damage claims; overcharge claims; 
  correspondence 
 
Folder 11 Claims correspondence 
 
Folder 12 Correspondence re: claims for loss, damage, 
  shortage 
 
 
BOX 57 Cadiz Railroad Company – Baggage collections, 1942-1946  
  miscellaneous 
 
Folder 1 Baggage collections and correspondence  
(CT-175 1/2) 
 
Folder 2 Baggage collections and correspondence  
(CT-175 1/2) 
 
Folder 3 Baggage collections and correspondence  
(CT-175 1/2) 
 
Folder 4 Baggage collections and correspondence  
(CT-175 1/2) 
 
Folder 5 Baggage collections and correspondence  
(CT-175 1/2) 
 
Folder 6 Baggage collections and correspondence  
(CT-175 1/2) 
 
Folder 7 Baggage collections and correspondence  
(CT-175 1/2) 
 
Folder 8 Correspondence (E-13) 
 
Folder 9 Correspondence, memoranda, miscellaneous (E-13) 
 
Folder 10 Memorandum (World War II) 
 
Folder 11 Correspondence and memoranda: employee rights  
  and wage settlements (E-13) 
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Folder 12 Correspondence, memoranda, miscellaneous –  
  Victory Tax, wages, works shortages (E-13) 
 
Folder 13 Correspondence, memoranda, miscellaneous –  
  Wages, retirement, unemployment (E-13) 
 
 
BOX 58 Cadiz Railroad Company – Correspondence, 1935-1941  
  memoranda, circulars 
 
Folder 1 Memoranda and correspondence 
 
Folder 2 Circulars, memoranda, correspondence 
 
Folder 3 Circulars, memoranda, pamphlets, court case 
 
Folder 4 Circulars, memoranda, correspondence 
 
Folder 5 Memoranda, pamphlets, correspondence 
 
 
BOX 59 Cadiz Railroad Company – Correspondence, 1937-1946  
  claims, reports 
 
Folder 1 Transportation – Correspondence, reports,  
  articles (E-90) 
 
Folder 2 Transportation – Memoranda, correspondence, 
  articles, miscellaneous (E-90) 
 
Folder 3 Transportation – Correspondence, reports, 
  certificate (E-90) 
 
Folder 4 Bills, correspondence, statements, balance  
  sheets (E-111) 
 
Folder 5 Correspondence (E-111) 
 
Folder 6 Investigation blanks, exception reports, waybills, 
  correspondence, loss and damage claims 
 
Folder 7 Exception reports, claim reports, loss and damage 
  claims, correspondence, investigation blanks,  
  waybills 
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Folder 8 Correspondence, loss and damage reports,  
  investigation blanks, exception reports, waybills 
 
Folder 9 Investigation blanks, exception reports, notes 
 
Folder 10 Loss and damage claims, exception reports, 
  correspondence 
 
Folder 11 Exception reports, investigation blanks, notes, 
  correspondence, delivery records 
 
 
BOX 60 Cadiz Railroad Company – Memoranda,   1937-1944  
  pamphlets, publications 
 
Folder 1 Monthly memoranda on finances 
 
Folder 2 Monthly memoranda on finances 
 
Folder 3 Monthly memoranda on finances 
 
Folder 4 Monthly memoranda on finances 
 
 
BOX 61 Cadiz Railroad Company – Memoranda,  1935-1947  
  pamphlets, miscellaneous 
 
Folder 1 Pamphlets (F-27) 
 
Folder 2 Memoranda re: rates, fares and charges (F-22) 
 
Folder 3 Memoranda, publication announcements, 
  exhibits #166 (F-22) 
 
Folder 4 Memoranda, publication announcements 
 
Folder 5 Bills of lading (F-51) 
 
Folder 6 Pamphlets, clippings (G-1) 
 
Folder 7 Miscellaneous (G-1) 
 
Folder 8 Pamphlets (L-33) 
 
Folder 9 Miscellaneous (L-33) 
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BOX 62 Cadiz Railroad Company – Pamphlets, receipts, 1936-1948  
  miscellaneous 
 
Folder 1 Pamphlets 
 
Folder 2 Miscellaneous 
 
Folder 3 Electric receipts      1938-1942 
 
Folder 4 Invoice briefs, memoranda, miscellaneous 
 
 
BOX 63 Cadiz Railroad Company – Memoranda, circulars 1947   
   
Folder 1 Memoranda (A-12) 
 
Folder 2 Memoranda (A-12) 
 
Folder 3 Memoranda, financial statements (A-12) 
 
Folder 4 Memoranda, pamphlet 
 
Folder 5 Memoranda (A-12) 
 
Folder 6 Memoranda (A-12) 
 
Folder 7 Supplements, circulars, service orders,  
  memoranda, miscellaneous (C-25) 
 
Folder 8 Supplements, car orders, amendments,  
  memoranda, miscellaneous (C-25) 
 
Folder 9 Memoranda, supplements, telegrams, circulars  
  (C-25) 
 
Folder 10 Supplements, telegrams, general orders, circulars,  
  memoranda (C-25) 
 
Folder 11 Telegrams, supplements, general orders, circulars, 
  memoranda (C-25) 
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BOX 64 Cadiz Railroad Company – Correspondence, 1939-1948  
  claims, circulars 
 
Folder 1 Supplements, general orders, telegrams, circulars, 
 memorandum (C-25)  
  
Folder 2  Supplements, general orders, revocations, circulars, 
  telegrams (C-25) 
 
Folder 3  Supplements, general orders, circulars, telegrams  
(C-25) 
 
Folder 4  Memorandum, bulletins, correspondence,  
freight class (C-88) 
 
Folder 5  Claims (C-88)  
 
Folder 6  Claims (C-88)  
 
Folder 7 Correspondence, freight claims (C-88) 
 
Folder 8  Statements, correspondence, freight claim (C-88)  
 
Folder 9  Correspondence, claims (C-88) 
 
Folder 10  Miscellaneous correspondence (C-88) 
 
 
Box 65 Cadiz Railroad Company – Loss and damage 1941-1949 
claims, correspondence, investigation blanks  
 
Folder 1  Claims, correspondence (C-88) 
 
Folder 2  Claims, correspondence (C-88) 
 
Folder 3  Claims, correspondence (C-88) 
 
Folder 4  Claims, correspondence (C-88) 
 
Folder 5  Claims, correspondence (C-88) 
 
Folder 6  Claims, correspondence (C-88) 
 
Folder 7  Claims, memorandum, correspondence (C-88) 
 
Folder 8  Claims, correspondence, miscellaneous (C-88) 
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Folder 9 Correspondence, reports, lose and damage  
claims (C-88) 
 
Folder 10  Lose and damage claims, reports, correspondence,  
  investigation blanks, exception reports, notes 
 
Folder 11  Lose and damage claims, reports, correspondence,  
  investigation blanks, exception reports, claims sale 
  orders, waybills 
 
Folder 12  Correspondence, exception reports, lose and  
  damage claims, receipts, Bills of Lading, waybills 
 
Folder 13  Waybills, Bills of Lading, vouchers, receipts,  
  investigation blanks, miscellaneous 
 
 
Box 66 Cadiz Railroad Company – Correspondence,  1927-1947  
  Disposition advice, memoranda 
 
Folder 1  Disposition advice, telegrams, correspondence,  
  notices, memorandum 
 
Folder 2  Memorandum, correspondence 
 
Folder 3  Correspondence 
 
Folder 4  ICC Class Rate Investigation 
 
Folder 5  Disposition advice, correspondence, rate advice 
 
Folder 6  Submittals, memorandum, correspondence,   
proposal analysis, mailing list 
 
Folder 7  Correspondence, memorandum 
 
Folder 8  Correspondence, disposition advice, memoranda, 
  submittals, proposals, a committee pamphlet 
 
Folder 9  Correspondence, disposition advice, memoranda 
 
Folder 10  Memorandum, correspondence, supplements 
 
Folder 11 Correspondence, ICC Class Rate investigation,  
  miscellaneous 
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Folder 12  Miscellaneous 
 
 
Box 67 Cadiz Railroad Company – Memoranda,  1926-1940  
  Correspondence 
 
Folder 1  Memorandum, correspondence (F-25) 
 
Folder 2  Memorandum, correspondence (F-25) 
 
Folder 3  Memorandum, correspondence, statements, orders  
(F-25) 
 
Folder 4  Correspondence, memorandum, notes (F-25) 
 
Folder 5  Memorandum, correspondence  
 
Folder 6  Correspondence, pamphlets (F-25) 
 
 
Box 68 Cadiz Railroad Company – Memoranda,  1941-1948  
  Correspondence 
 
Folder 1  Pamphlets, memorandum, correspondence (F-28) 
 
Folder 2  Memorandum (F-28) 
 
Folder 3  Memorandum (F-28) 
 
Folder 4  Memorandum, correspondence (F-28) 
 
Folder 5  Memorandum (F-28) 
 
Folder 6  Memorandum (F-28) 
 
Folder 7  Memorandum, correspondence  (F-28) 
 
Folder 8  Memorandum (F-28) 
 
Folder 9 Memorandum, war information bulletins (F-28) 
 
Folder 10 Memorandum (F-28) 
 
Folder 11  Memorandum, telegram (F-28) 
 
Folder 12  Memorandum (F-28) 
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Box 69 Cadiz Railroad Company – Memoranda,  1935-1949  
  Correspondence, receipts, freight bills  
 
Folder 1  Memorandum (F-28) 
 
Folder 2  Memorandum (F-28) 
 
Folder 3  Memorandum (F-28) 
 
Folder 4  Memorandum (F-28) 
 
Folder 5  Memorandum (F-28) 
 
Folder 6  Memorandum (F-28) 
 
Folder 7  Correspondence, receipts, freight bills (F-80) 
 
Folder 8  Correspondence, memorandum, receipts,  
freight bills (F-80) 
 
Folder 9  Correspondence, receipts, freight bills (F-80)  
 
Folder 10  Correspondence, memorandum, receipts,  
freight bills, (F-80) 
 
Folder 11  Correspondence, memorandum, receipts,  
freight bills, (F-80) 
 
Folder 12  Correspondence, memorandum, receipts,  
freight bills, (F-80) 
 
Folder 13  Receipts, freight bills (F-80) 
 
 
Box 70  Cadiz Railroad Company – Correspondence,  1912-1949       
  Invoices, Monthly and annual locomotive 
inspection and repair reports (L-81) 
 
Folder 1  Correspondence re: repair and buying new  
  locomotives (L-81) 
 
Folder 2  Invoices, Bills of Lading, correspondence,  
miscellaneous (L-81) 
Folder 3  Correspondence, invoices (L-81) 
 
Folder 4  Invoices, correspondence 
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Folder 5  Freight bills, correspondence, invoices,  
  miscellaneous notes (L-81)  
 
Folder 6  Memorandum, invoices, correspondence (L-81) 
 
Folder 7  Invoices, correspondence, miscellaneous (L-81) 
 
Folder 8  Correspondence, freight bills, invoices (L-81) 
 
Folder 9 Correspondence, invoices, receipts,  
miscellaneous (L-81) 
 
Folder 10  Monthly and annual locomotive inspection and 
  repair reports (L-81) 
 
Folder 11 Monthly and annual locomotive inspection and 
  repair reports (L-81) 
 
Folder 12  Monthly and annual locomotive inspection and 
  repair reports (L-81) 
 
Folder 13  Monthly and annual locomotive inspection and 
  repair reports (L-81) 
 
Folder 14  Photographs of trains, miscellaneous booklets  
  about trains 
 
 
Box 71  Cadiz Railroad Company – Receipts, freight bills,    1932-1948         
  correspondence  
 
Folder 1  Correspondence, miscellaneous pamphlets (L-81) 
 
Folder 2  Correspondence, memorandum, miscellaneous  
  pamphlets (L-81) 
 
Folder 3  Correspondence, Bills of Lading, waybills,  
pamphlets (L-81) 
 
Folder 4  Miscellaneous booklets (L-81) 
 
Folder 5  Receipts, statements, freight bills, invoices,  
miscellaneous (M-23) 
 
Folder 6  Invoices, freight bills, statements, receipts,  
correspondence (M-23) 
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Folder 7  Statements, freight bills, invoices, receipts (M-23) 
 
Folder 8  Statements, receipts, freight bills, invoices,  
correspondence,  
  Bills of Lading (M-23) 
 
Folder 9  Statements, correspondence, freight bills, receipts, 
  shipping memorandum, invoices 
 
Folder 10 Invoices, correspondence, pamphlets, statements,  
freight bills, receipts, memorandum, assorted  
brochures 
 
Folder 11  Receipts, correspondence, freight bills, invoices,  
statements, memorandum, brochures 
 
Folder 12  Receipts, statements, correspondence, freight bills,  
invoices, debits, brochures 
 
Folder 13   Receipts, statements, correspondence, invoices,  
wheel manual 
 
 
Box 72  Cadiz Railroad Company – Correspondence,      1931-1949     
  reports, statements 
 
Folder 1  Correspondence, freight bills, Bills of Lading,  
statements, receipts, miscellaneous (R-1) 
 
Folder 2  Correspondence, freight bills, receipts, statements,  
catalogues, invoices (R-1) 
 
Folder 3  Brochures, memorandum, freight bills,  
correspondence (R-1) 
 
Folder 4  Receipts, freight bills, correspondence, statements,  
limitation order, parts catalogue (R-1) 
 
Folder 5  Correspondence, freight bills, charge slips, Bills of  
Lading, receipts, statements, invoices (M-23) 
Folder 6  Receipts, statements, correspondence, freight bills,  
invoices (R-1) (M-23) 
 
Folder 7  Gasoline shipment reports, notary republic duplicates,  
memorandum, correspondence (R-23) 
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Folder 8  Monthly railway accident reports, notary republic  
duplicates, gasoline shipment reports, memorandum,  
ICC Oath (R-23) 
 
Folder 9  Monthly railway accident reports, notary republic  
duplicates, gasoline shipment reports, correspondence  
(R-23) 
 
Folder 10  Correspondence, notary republic duplicates, safety  
appliance inspection reports, employer’s report  
of lost-time and injuries, miscellaneous (R-23) 
 
Folder 11  Car mileage report, correspondence, safety  
appliance inspection report, memoranda,  
miscellaneous 
 
Folder 12 Income tax return, correspondence, memorandum,  
mail service reports, miscellaneous 
 
Folder 13  Mail service reports, correspondence, receipts,  
memorandum (R-23) 
 
Folder 14  Memorandum, bulletin (R-23) 
 
 
Box 73  Cadiz Railroad Company- Correspondence,            1934-1948       
receipts invoices 
 
Folder 1  Correspondence, receipts, invoices, notes (S-118) 
 
Folder 2  Correspondence, receipts, invoices, notes (S-118) 
 
Folder 3  Correspondence, receipts, invoices, miscellaneous  
(S-118) 
 
Folder 4  Correspondence, invoices (S-118) 
 
Folder 5  Brochures, correspondence, invoices (S-118) 
 
Folder 6  Brochures, correspondence, invoices (S-118) 
 
Folder 7  Memorandum, correspondence, pamphlets,  
miscellaneous (T-1) 
 
Folder 8  Correspondence, memorandum, miscellaneous  
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Folder 9  Memorandum, correspondence, transmittals,  
miscellaneous (T-1) 
 
Folder 10  Correspondence, memorandum, miscellaneous  
(T-1)  
 
Folder 11  Correspondence, pamphlets, miscellaneous (T-1) 
 
 
Box 74  Cadiz Railroad Company – Statements,  1930-1943     
  accounts, correspondence 
 
Folder 1 Correspondence (A-18) 
 
Folder 2  Correspondence, memorandum, pamphlets (A-18)  
 
Folder 3  Correspondence, memorandum (A-18) 
 
Folder 4  Statements (A-20) 
 
Folder 5  Statements (A-20) 
 
Folder 6  Statements, correspondence (A-20) 
 
Folder 7  Statements, a truck blue print for a 1 ton truck  
(deluxe van body) (A-20) 
 
Folder 8 Accounts (C-40) 
 
Folder 9  Accounts, memorandum (C-40) 
 
Folder 10 Accounts, correspondence, memorandum (C-40) 
 
Folder 11 Accounts, correspondence, memorandum (C-40) 
 
Folder 12  Accounts, correspondence, memorandum (C-40) 
 
Folder 13  Invoices, correspondence, a brochure (C-40) 
 
 
Box 75 Cadiz Railroad Company – Receipts, claims,     1935-1938        
  memoranda 
 
Folder 1  Receipts, claims correspondence (C-88) 
 
Folder 2  Claims correspondence, freight claims (C-88) 
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Folder 3  Freight claims, claims correspondence (C-88) 
 
Folder 4  Freight claims, claims correspondence (C-88) 
 
Folder 5  Receipts, freight claims, claims correspondence  
(C-88) 
 
 
Box 76 Cadiz Railroad Company – Receipts, memoranda,     1936-1942       
correspondence 
 
Folder 1 Correspondence re: claims, receipts, shippers form,  
freight bills, and Bills of Lading (C-88) 
 
Folder 2 Freight claims, freight bills, correspondence, &  
statements (C-88) 
 
Folder 3 Freight bills, correspondence, statements,  
freight bills, & Bills of Lading  (C-88) 
 
Folder 4 Voucher memorandum, correspondence, 
 freight bills, statements, & claims (C-88) 
 
Folder 5 Receipts, correspondence re: claims,  
loss & damage claims, & Bills of Lading (C-88) 
 
Folder 6 Correspondence   re: claims, freight bills,  
Bills of Lading, & statements  (C-88) 
 
Folder 7 Receipts, correspondence  re: claims,  
freight bills, Bills of Lading, statements, &  
overcharge claims  (C-88) 
 
Folder 8 Receipts on interline passenger traffic &  
correspondence (175 ½) 
 
Folder 9  Receipts on interline passenger traffic & notes 
  (175 ½) 
 
Folder 10 Receipts on interline passenger traffic &  
correspondence    (175 ½) 
 
Folder 11 Memorandum re: General administrative &  
planning survey (175 ½) 
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Folder 12 Correspondence & planning survey memorandum 
  (175 ½)  
 
Folder 13  Employer’s Tax Return, tax receipts, correspondence,  
& prior service records (E-13) 
 
Folder 14 Employer’s Tax Return, memorandum, Bill “S-1660”,  
wage order, & correspondence  re: wages     (E-13) 
 
 
BOX 77  Cadiz Railroad Company – Memoranda and   1934-1940        
correspondence 
 
Folder 1  Unemployment Insurance, quarterly tax report,  
memorandum, & correspondence  (E-13) 
 
Folder 2  Memorandum, correspondence, circulars, &  
Report of the Industrial Committee #9 re: 
minimum wage rates  (E-13) 
 
Folder 3  Annual report on excise tax, correspondence,  
   memorandum, circulars, & monthly bulletins     
(E-13)   
 
Folder 4 Railroad Retirement circulars, unemployment  
compensation memorandum, correspondence,  
monthly bulletins, & general memorandum   (E-13) 
 
Folder 5 Wage & service records circulars, monthly bulletins,   
memorandum, & miscellaneous (E-13) 
 
Folder 6 Memorandum, correspondence, & miscellaneous   
    (E-13) 
 
Folder 7 Fair Labor & Standards Act, Railroad Retirement 
memorandum, compensation adjustment report,  
correspondence, H.B. #211, 1937 excise return (E-13) 
 
Folder 8  Bureau of Internal Revenue Regulations 
memorandum, correspondence, Railroad Retirement  
memorandum, & Railroad Retirement Act of 1937  
(E-13) 
 
Folder 9 Unemployment Compensation Law 1937, 
correspondence, Railroad Retirement memorandum,  
& Unemployment Compensation memorandum  (E-13) 
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Folder 10 Treasury Department Regulations #90 & #93,  
memorandum, & miscellaneous (E-13) 
 
 
BOX 78 Cadiz Railroad Company – Memoranda,   1932-1942  
correspondence,   & miscellaneous 
 
Folder 1 Memorandum, correspondence, & pamphlet  
on diesels   (E-90) 
 
Folder 2 ICC memorandum, correspondence, & application for  
identification plates   (E-90) 
 
Folder 3 Memorandum, correspondence, Ex parte #129  
“Substitution Freight Service”, & memorandum  
pertaining to it. 
 
Folder 4 Memorandum, ICC orders, correspondence, ICC  
regulations pamphlet, & copy of The Cadiz Record  
(newspaper-May 19, 1938) 
 
Folder 5 Correspondence, memorandum, ICC regulations 
 booklets, ICC order memo  (E-90) 
 
Folder 6 ICC “notice” memorandum, ICC regulation “to govern  
preservation of records” & ICC “order” memorandum  
(E-90) 
 
Folder 7  Correspondence & booklet on “Auto-railers”  
(buses on rails), correspondence & photographs  
of “pilot-car” (device allowing cars to use the rails),  
ICC order, & Motor Transportation Law of 1934   (E-90) 
 
Folder 8 Claims correspondence, exception reports, notes, &  
investigation reports (E-90) 
 
Folder 9 Correspondence, exception reports, notes &  
investigation reports   (E-90) 
 
Folder 10 Exception reports, notes, investigation reports,  
correspondence, Railway Express statements  
(E-90) 
 
Folder 11 Exception reports, claims correspondence, receipts,  
notes, & Railway Express statements (E-90) 
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Folder 12 Memorandum, correspondence, receipts, Railway  
Express statements, Misc. reports, & telegram     
(E-90) 
 
Folder 13 Notes, delivery records, correspondence, invoices,  
exception reports, vouchers, & miscellaneous    
(E-90) 
 
Folder 14 Railway Express statements, correspondence,  
invoices, exception reports, vouchers, & miscellaneous     
(E-90) 
 
 
BOX 79 Cadiz Railroad Company –Memorandums     1939-1942      
& miscellaneous  
 
Folder 1 Railway Express statements, correspondence, notes,          
memorandum from Railway Express, invoices,  
& miscellaneous     (E-111) 
 
Folder 2  Railway Express statements, correspondence, notes,  
& receipts      (E-111) 
 
Folder 3 Railway Express statements, correspondence,  
notes, memorandum, lost and damage claims, invoices,  
& miscellaneous (E-111) 
 
Folder 4 Receipts, Railway Express statements, claims,  
correspondence, blank compensation tax reports,  
& a telegram. (E-111) 
 
Folder 5  Memorandum, Railway Express statements, notes,  
correspondence about shipments and claims, &  
miscellaneous receipts (E-111) 
 
Folder 6 Railway Express statements, correspondence on claims,  
memorandum, circulars, & miscellaneous reports 
(E-111) 
 
Folder 7 Memorandum, from ICC on regulations concerning  
shipment of dangerous materials & increases for rates,  
fares, & charges (T-25) 
 
Folder 8  ICC petitions (booklets) for railway fare, rates,  
& increases, & memo on the same  (T-25) 
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Folder 9 Correspondence, memorandum on intrastate traffic  
land-grant equalization agreements, ICC proposal  
#20769, pamphlet concerning transport of petroleum  
and other products (T-25) 
 
Folder 10 Memorandum concerning the transport of various  
materials, notes, disposition advice, commodity rates,  
ICC docket #4585 on petroleum  (T-25) 
 
Folder 11 Memorandum on disposition of materials shipped,  
division of rates on classes & commodities,  
supplements, & tariff #388 B  
(southern sand and gravel tariff)   (T-25) 
 
Folder 12 Correspondence, Memorandum on rates & livestock  
and non-living materials    
 
 
BOX 80 Cadiz Railroad Company – Correspondence,  1939-1942  
memorandum, bills 
 
Folder 1 Correspondence, disposition advice on various product,  
class & commodity rate memorandum, supplements, &  
ICC Western – Southern class rates     (T-25) 
 
Folder 2  Correspondence, memorandum on rates & shipment of  
materials, ICC hearing – Standard Oil Company of  
Louisiana VS Aberdeen and Rockfish Railroad Company,  
& ICC rate increase 1937     (T-25) 
 
Folder 3  Correspondence, memorandum, ICC class rates 1936-38,  
orders, & supplements      (T-25) 
 
Folder 4 Correspondence on rate revisions, memorandum on      
  shipment of lumber & various materials and competitive  
truck & water rates, ratings, rates, rules, and minimum  
weights, & supplements   (T-25) 
 
Folder 5 Correspondence concerning claims, reports of the Sub- 
Committee of Traffic & Accounting Officers, ICC intrastate  
class & commodity rates in Ky. 1937, telegrams, & notes   
(T-25) 
 
Folder 6 Correspondence concerning rates, supplements, &  
memorandum concerning rates   (T-25) 
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Folder 7 Memorandum & correspondence concerning rates on  
transporting different materials (T-25) 
 
Folder 8 Correspondence concerning rates on transporting  
different materials    (T-25) 
 
Folder 9 Bill of Lading & one correspondence concerning the same    
(T-25) 
 
Folder 10 Bill of Lading & miscellaneous (T-51) 
 
Folder 11 Bill of Lading & memorandum (T-51) 
 
Folder 12 Bill of Lading & correspondence (T-51) 
 
Folder 13 Bill of Lading & correspondence (T-51) 
 
Folder 14 Correspondence & freight bills  (T-51) 
 
 
BOX 81 Cadiz Railroad Company – Miscellaneous  1935-1941  
 
Folder 1 Federal Register, Vol. 125  June 29,1939 (T-25) 
 
Folder 2 Correspondence, memorandum concerning freight rates  
& changes: tariffs: Docket # 166, Kentucky Farm Bureau  
Federation VS Chesapeake & Ohio Railway Company: &  
intrastate class & commodity rates    (K-2)  
 
Folder 3 Correspondence & ICC order (K-2) 
 
Folder 4 ICC hearing # 213731, Commonwealth of Ky. et al. v.  
Ahnapee & Western Railway Company, & appendices   
to the decision made at that hearing (K-2) 
 
Folder 5 Railroad Commission of Ky. docket #344, Investigation of  
Class & Commodity rates between points in Ky., docket  
#344, Rates on Petroleum and Its By-Products   (K-2) 
 
Folder 6 Correspondence, receipts, & memorandum pertaining to  
insurance  (I-15) 
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BOX 82 Cadiz Railroad Company – Item pertaining to  1934-1944  
  ICC 
 
Folder 1  ICC memorandum, order, & correspondence (A-10) 
 
Folder 2 ICC order, & memorandum (A-10) 
 
Folder 3 Memorandum 7 ICC order and memorandum (A-10) 
 
Folder 4 ICC order & memorandum  (A-10) 
 
Folder 5 ICC order & memorandum  (A-10) 
 
Folder 6  ICC order & memorandum  (A-10) 
 
Folder 7  ICC condensed issue of operating expenses of steam roads  
(2 copies) & order (A-10) 
 
Folder 8  ICC order & memorandum  (A-10) 
 
Folder 9-17 Weekly Information Bulletin (A-12)  
 
 
BOX 83 Cadiz Railroad Company – Memorandum &   1939-1942  
miscellaneous  
 
Folder 1-3 Weekly Information Bulletin (A-12) 
 
Folder 4 Memorandum from the American Short Line Railroad  
Association (ASLRA) 
 
Folder 5 Memorandum from the ASLRA during wartime,  
minutes of the Southern Short Line Railroad  
Conference, list of defense activities for civilian 
organizations (A-12) 
 
Folder 6 Memorandum; routing 
 
Folder 7 Memorandum, booklet; Analyses from Railroad  
Operations, & correspondence   (A-12) 
 
Folder 8  Speech; Clarence Lew, Chairman of the Committee on  
Interstate & Foreign Commerce, dinner date brochure,  
memorandum, minutes of meeting, leaflet; Nation’s  
Business   (A-12) 
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Folder 9 Memorandum concerning government shipments,  
speech of the Council of National Defense; “The  
Importance of Cooperation”. membership dues list,  
comparative statement of receipts, &  
disbursement, & minutes of meeting    (A-12) 
 
Folder 10 ASLRA memorandum & “call to meeting” notice of  
the Southern Short Line Railroad Conference (A-12) 
 
Folder 11 Correspondence, memorandum concerning  government  
freight, land grant committee, ICC Act, shipping of receipts,  
& disbursement, & minutes of meeting   (A-12) 
 
Folder 12 Submittals, minutes of Annual Southern Short Line  
Railroad Conference meeting, proposals, memorandum  
concerning Bill of Lading, shipping, land grants, “call to  
meeting”, & disposition advice   (A-12) 
 
Folder 13 Submittals, memorandum concerning land grant  
deductions, dispute between the Southeastern Territory  
and Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen & Enginemen,  
& miscellaneous    (A-12) 
 
Folder 14 Memorandum concerning ICC order, circulars on  
Bill of Lading, submittals, proposals, hospital units, 
 routing, stop off freight, & miscellaneous, Transportation  
Act of 1920 and 1940, “call for meeting, ICC pamphlet    
(A-12) 
 
Folder 15 Memorandum from the ASLRA & dues receipts    (A-12) 
 
 
BOX 84 Cadiz Railroad Company – Memorandum &   1938-1940    
correspondence       
 
Folder 1 Memorandum from the American Short Line  
Railroad Assoc., Southern Freight Tariff Bureau,  
Southern Passenger Assoc., Southern Short Line,  
Railroad Conference, and the MI and  
Skuna Valley Railroad Company    (A-12) 
 
Folder 2 Memorandum from the American Short Line Railroad  
Assoc. and minutes of the joint Southern –  
Southwestern Regional meeting    (A-12) 
 
Folder 3 American Short Line Railroad memorandum 
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Folder 4 American Short Line Railroad memorandum &  
correspondence  (A-12) 
 
Folder 5 American Short Line Railroad memorandum &  
correspondence  (A-12) 
 
Folder 6  American Short Line Railroad Assoc. memorandum,  
pamphlet on the St. Lawrence Waterway & Power project,  
booklet; What Will the Traffic Bear?, and correspondence     
(A-12) 
 
Folder 7 American Short Line Railroad Assoc. memorandum &  
disposition advice    (A-12) 
 
Folder 8 American Short Line Railroad Assoc. memorandum,  
A National Transportation Policy by Hon. Clyde M.  
Reed, a Kansas senator    (A-12) 
 
Folder 9 The Relationship of ICC Practice to Other Administrative  
Proceedings, 1939, Employer’s Digest of the Fair Labor  
Standards 1938    (A-12) 
 
Folder 10 Memo from ASLRA, Assoc. of American Railroads, and the 
  Southern Short Line and correspondence (A-12) 
 
Folder 11 Memo from ASLRA and Southern Freight Association, 
  telegram, Congressional Record, July 20, 1939 
 
Folder 12 Memo from ASLRA and Southern Freight Assoc., 
  correspondence 
 
Folder 13 Hearing on Through Routes and memo from ASLRA 
  and Southern Freight Assoc. 
 
Folder 14 Memo from ASLRA, Southern Freight Assoc.,  
Association of American Railroads, and USDA 
 
Folder 15 Memo from ASLRA, dues notice from Southern Short 
  Line RR conference, and annual dues receipt 
 
Folder 16 Memo from ASLRA, KY R.R. Assoc., Association of 
  American R.R, USDA, and correspondence 
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BOX 85 Cadiz Railroad Company – Memorandum,   1932-1949  
  correspondence, & receipts    
  
Folder 1 Modern Railroads, 1949  
 
Folder 2 Memorandum from ASLRA (American Short Line  
Railroad Assoc.), Railroad Retirement Board,  
National Labor Relations Board, and ICC order:  
correspondence, ICC docket booklets     (E-13)  
 
Folder 3 Memorandum from the Railroad Retirement board, &  
ASLRA, correspondence, a telegram Opinions of the  
Supreme Court of the U.S., re:   Railroad Retirement Act  
1935    (E-13)  
 
Folder 4 Memorandum form the Railroad Retirement Board &  
ASLRA, correspondence, & a retirement pamphlet     
(E-13) 
 
Folder 5  Correspondence, memorandum from the Railroad  
Retirement Board & ASLRA, and miscellaneous      
(E-13) 
 
Folder 6 Correspondence, memorandum from the ASLRA,  
ICC order & notice, and The Motor Truck Law 1933    
(E-13) 
 
Folder 7  Receipts, quarterly statements, correspondence, &  
delivery records   (E-111) 
 
Folder 8 Correspondence & receipts (E-111) 
 
Folder 9 Receipts, correspondence, 7 notes   (E-111) 
 
Folder 10 Correspondence, quarterly statement, & notes   (E-111) 
 
Folder 11 Correspondence, receipts, & notes    (E-111) 
 
Folder 12 Correspondence, exception report, & notes   (E-111) 
 
Folder 13 Correspondence & notes    (E-111) 
 
Folder 14 Receipts, quarterly statement, & correspondence  (E-111) 
 
Folder 15 Correspondence, receipts, Railway express list of egg,  
butter, & poultry dealers    (E-111) 
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Folder 16 Correspondence     (E-111) 
 
Folder 17  Receipts & correspondence    (E-111) 
 
 
BOX 86 Cadiz Railroad Company – Memorandum   1942-1943  
 
Folder 1 American Short Line Railroad Assoc. memorandum   
(A-12) 
 
Folder 2 Memorandum from the ASLRA, Association of American  
of American Railroads, & War Production Board   (A-12) 
Folder 3  ASLRA memorandum (A-12) 
 
Folder 4 Association of American Railroad & ASLRA memorandum    
(A-12) 
 
Folder 5 Memorandum from the ASLRA & Assoc. of American  
Railroads, ICC General Rules of Procedure, 
Public  Law 558, & End Government Discrimination  
Against & Among Shippers (leaflet)  (A-12) 
 
Folder 6 ASLRA & Assoc. of American Railroads memorandum  
(A-12) 
 
Folder 7  ASLRA & Assoc. of American Railroads memorandum  
(A-12) 
 
Folder 8 ASLRA & Assoc. of American Railroads memorandum  
(A-12) 
 
Folder 9  ASLRA & Assoc. of American Railroads memorandum  
(A-12) 
 
Folder 10 ASLRA, Assoc. of American Railroads, & Southern  
Freight Tariff Bureau memorandum    (A-12) 
 
Folder 11 Memorandum from the ASLRA & Assoc. of American  
Railroads  (A-12) 
 
Folder 12 Memorandum from ASLRA, Southern Freight Assoc.,  
Assoc. of American Railroads, & regional meeting.  (A-12) 
 
Folder 13 Memorandum from ASLRA, Assoc. of American  
Railroads, Southern Freight Tariff Bureau, Southern  
Short Line Railroad Conference, & regional meeting (A-12)     
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Folder 14 Memorandum from ASLRA, Southern Freight Assoc.,  
Assoc. of American Railroads, & regional meeting   (A-12) 
 
 
BOX 87 Cadiz Railroad Company – Correspondence          1937-1942       
& quarterly statements   
 
Folder 1  Quarterly statements, receipts, correspondence,  
price lists, & notes   (E-111) 
 
Folder 2 Quarterly statement, correspondence, &  
exception reports   (E-111) 
 
Folder 3 Correspondence, exception reports, memorandum,  
receipts  (E-111) 
 
Folder 4 Quarterly statements, receipts, correspondence, &  
exception  reports  (E-111) 
 
Folder 5 Correspondence, quarterly statements, memorandum,  
collection envelopes, & receipts   (E-111)  
 
Folder 6 Correspondence, receipts, & quarterly statements    
(E-111) 
 
Folder 7 Receipts, correspondence, & quarterly statements    
(E-111) 
 
Folder 8 Correspondence, receipts, & quarterly statements    
(E-111) 
 
Folder 9 Commonwealth of Kentucky Education Bulletin, Vol. 1X,  
Aug. 1941, #6 
 
Folder 10 Correspondence & receipts  (F-25) 
 
Folder 11 Amendments, proposal, correspondence, mailgram,  
& ASLRA memorandum    (F-25) 
 
Folder 12 Amendments # 3 & 4 & memorandum  (F-25) 
 
Folder 13 ICC Flood order & memorandum from ASLRA & Truck  
Line Assoc.   (F-25) 
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BOX 88 Cadiz Railroad Company – Memorandum,   1931-1936  
Correspondence, & miscellaneous     
 
Folder 1 Correspondence, memorandum, & a telegram    
  (F-25) 
 
Folder 2 Correspondence, memorandum, & submittal  
# 12141  (F-25) 
 
Folder 3 Supplements # 3 & 4, correspondence,  
memorandum, telegram, & submittal #10911     
(F-25) 
 
Folder 4 Correspondence, submittal #10338 (11 statements),  
memorandum proposal  #  5491, & ICC Consolidated  
Southwestern cases  (F-25) 
 
Folder 5 Correspondence, & memorandum from ASLRA   
(F-25) 
 
Folder 6 Correspondence, telegram, ICC Fourth Section  
Application #134701, memorandum, & a complaint  
before the Ky. Railroad Commission   (F-25) 
 
Folder 7 Appendix on passenger data for 1934, correspondence  
ICC order, & ICC rate structure, investigation Part 21    
(F-25) 
 
Folder 8  Correspondence,  ICC docket, & receipts  
for complaints  (F-25) 
 
Folder 9 Correspondence & ICC rate structure investigation  
Part 13  (F-25) 
 
Folder 10 Correspondence, ICC booklets and statement of  
order, & memorandum  (F-25) 
 
Folder 11 Memorandum, annual reports, from the Railroad  
Credit Corporation, memorandum from Southern  
Freight Assoc., & ICC “85% case 1931”   (F-26) 
 
Folder 12 Memorandum from the ASLRA and the Railroad  
Credit Corporation, & a telegram   (F-26) 
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Folder 13 Memorandum from the Railroad Credit Corporation,  
ASLRA, & Railway Accounting Officer Assoc., & ICC  
circular #68 (F-26)  
 
 
BOX 89 Cadiz Railroad Company – Memorandum &     1935-1938       
Bills        
 
Folder 1  ASLRA memorandum, & amendments # 1, 2, 3 (F-27) 
 
Folder 2 Truck Line Assoc. public announcement  #1   (F-27) 
 
Folder 3 Memorandum from ASLRA & correspondence      
(F-27) 
 
Folder 4 Acknowledgment of orders, freight bills, bills,  
correspondence, memorandum from ASLRA,  
U.S. Court of Appeals petition, & U.S. Department  
of the Interior National Bituminous Coal Commission  
order #204      (F-80) 
 
Folder 5  Bills, freight bills, memorandum from ASLRA,  
Department of the Interior National Bituminous  
commission docket, correspondence, & U.S. Court of  
Appeals petition   (F-80) 
 
Folder 6  Bills, freight bills, & correspondence   (F-80) 
 
Folder 7  Bills, receipts for shipments, freight bills, &  
correspondence (F-80) 
 
Folder 8 Correspondence, bills, & freight bills   (F-80) 
 
Folder 9-14 Bill of Lading    (F-80) 
 
 
BOX 90 Cadiz Railroad Company – Bills & memorandum 1935-1938  
 
Folder 1-4  Bills of Lading   (F-51) 
 
Folder 5-14 Memorandum   (A-12) 
 
 
Box 91 Cadiz Railroad Company – Bills, receipts,         1926-1932  
correspondence & miscellaneous 
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Folder 1 Freight bills, receipts, correspondence, summary of 
returns, railroad reports, bills, tariff lists, Bills of Lading,  
& accounts receivable  
 
Folder 2 Tariff lists, receipts, invoices, correspondence, mail  
service reports, notices, and statements of account 
 
Folder 3 Receipts, invoices, correspondence, memorandum,  
statements of accounts, tariff lists, notices, & tariff  
supplies lists 
 
Folder 4  Bills, correspondence, receipts, statements of account,  
 tariff lists, & ICC hours of service reports (post cards) 
 
Folder 5 Bills, returns, for 1929, correspondence, receipts,  
passenger car registration, and statements  
 
Folder 6 Bills, receipts, statements of account, Truck Line tariff, &  
correspondence 
 
Folder 7 Bills, receipts, statements of account, Truck Line tariff, &  
correspondence 
 
Folder 8  Correspondence, receipts, statements, mail service  
reports & tariff lists 
 
Folder 9 Bills, correspondence, statements, & receipts 
 
Folder 10 Bills, receipts, correspondence, & mail service reports 
 
Folder 11 Receipts, bills, correspondence, tariffs, and  
supplement lists, ICC hours of service reports (post cards),  
& miscellaneous  
 
Folder 12 Tariff lists, correspondence, bills, returns for 1928,  
mail service reports, ICC certification & Bills of  
Lading 
 
Folder 13 Correspondence, memorandum, invocation notice, &  
returns for 1927 
 
Folder 14 Memorandum, correspondence, bills, revision of  
rates under docket #16295, inbound, & outbound  
freight carloads handled by Cadiz in 1926, &  
mail service reports 
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Box 92 Cadiz Railroad Company – Miscellaneous   1926     
 
Folder 1 Correspondence, memorandum, & Weekly 
Information Bulletin (A-12) 
 
Folder 2 Memorandum, Weekly Information Bulletin,  
circulars, & correspondence  (A-12) 
 
Folder 3 Memorandum, Works Progress Administration  
Series 1, #20 Inter City Differences in the Cost of  
Living, correspondence, receipts, Weekly  
Information Bulletin, circular #D.II-487, &  
Problems of the Short Lines by Clarence Miller    
(A-12) 
 
Folder 4 E.J. & E. Commodities Clause Case, memorandum,  
special bulletin, & Weekly Information Bulletin    (A-12) 
 
Folder 5 Memorandum, Weekly Information Bulletins, a  
receipt from the auditor, & Railroads’ Problems  
Today speech by Sen. Burton K. Wheeler   (A-12) 
 
Folder 6 Memorandum, Weekly Information Bulletins, &  
statement on routing bills    (S 1636 & H.R. 5364)    
(A-12) 
 
Folder 7 Dues receipts for 1936, memorandum,  
Weekly Information Bulletin,  & Traffic Committee’s  
names   (A-12) 
 
Folder 8 Mail service reports, Southern Freight Tariff Bureau  
bills, tariff publications list, correspondence, bills, ticket 
sales reports 
 
Folder 9 Central Freight Assoc. Tariff lists, Southern Freight  
Tariff Bureau bills, tariff publications list, correspondence,  
bills, ticket sales reports, statements of account, & mail  
service reports 
 
Folder 10 Receipts, correspondence, Southern Freight Tariff  
Bureau memo, a telegram, invoices, statements of  
account, & Truck Line Assoc. Tariff lists 
 
Folder 11 Mail service reports, Southern Freight Tariff Bureau lists,  
receipts, & correspondence 
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Folder 12 Receipts, correspondence, bills, tariff lists, ICC order,  
ticket sales reports, circulars, & memorandum 
 
Folder 13 Tariff bills, invoices, receipts, correspondence, circular,  
statement of accounts, memorandum, & ICC hours of  
service reports 
 
 
BOX 93 Cadiz Railroad Company – Mail Service Reports,  1929-1933  
Correspondence & Bills 
 
Folder 1 Mail service reports, shipment reports, tariff lists, bills, 
ICC order, invoices, receipts, memorandum, and  
statements of account  
 
Folder 2 Correspondence, receipts, bills, tariff lists 
 
Folder 3 Invoices, correspondence, tariff lists, and mail service  
reports 
 
Folder 4  Bills, correspondence, tariff lists, receipts, ICC Ex Parte  
#104 (part 4)statements of account, circular #310, and  
memorandum 
 
Folder 5 Mail service reports, bills, tariff lists, bureau  
publications lists, receipts, correspondence, and  
statements of account 
 
Folder 6 Tariff lists, bills, receipts, correspondence, hours of  
service reports, and water examination certificate 
 
Folder 7 Statements of reopened docket #17801,  
correspondence, bills, tariff lists, memorandum, receipts,  
Order #17801 Rules for Car Hire Settlement, and ICC  
hours of service reports 
 
Folder 8 Tariff lists, correspondence, car mileage lists,  
returns for 1931, receipts, bills, mail service reports,  
correspondence, invoices, receipts, tariff lists, and  
memorandum 
 
Folder 9 Receipts, memorandum, correspondence, tariff lists, bills,  
per diem case 
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Folder 10 Memorandum, ICC Ex Part #104 Private Freight Cars,  
statements, bills, tariff lists, correspondence, receipts, per  
diem statements, and mail service reports 
 
Folder 11   Bills, receipts, tariff lists, correspondence, revocation 
 notice 
 
Folder 12 Mail service reports, correspondence, invoices, receipts,  
tariff lists, and memorandum 
 
Folder 13 Correspondence, circulars, statements of accounts,  
invoices, receipts, and Texaco Crater Compounds for  
Railroads 
 
 
BOX 94 Cadiz Railroad Company – Memorandum,   1933-1936     
Correspondence, Bills, & Miscellaneous 
 
Folder 1 Receipts, tariff lists, correspondence 
 
Folder 2  Invoices, bills, tariff lists and correspondence 
 
Folder 3 Correspondence, memo, invoice, tariff lists, Motor  
Operations Part A, and a bill (T-1) 
 
Folder 4 Bills, memoranda, correspondence and tariff lists 
 
Folder 5 Memoranda, correspondence, passenger car  
registration, bills, ticket sales reports, mail  
service reports, statements, receipts, excess baggage  
collections reports, per diem statements and hours  
of service reports 
 
Folder 6  Correspondence, per diem statements, memo, statements  
of account, company union questionnaire, invoices  
and receipts 
 
Folder 7 Mail service report, correspondence, invoices,  
memoranda, receipts and Topical Index of the  
Weekly Information Bulletin  
 
Folder 8 Receipts, correspondence, invoices, statements  
of account, bills, mail service reports, freight bills,  
per diem statements, automobile operator’s license,  
general order no. 1 
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Folder 9 Correspondence, receipts, per diem statements, 
automobile operator’s license statements of account,  
mail service reports, freight bills 
 
Folder 10 Correspondence, bills, statements of account, invoices,  
memo, report of shipments 
 
Folder 11 Bills, correspondence, memorandum, receipts,  
passenger traffic report, booklet 
 
 
BOX 95 Cadiz Railroad Company – Miscellaneous  1934  
 
Folder 1 Bills, tariffs, memoranda, correspondence, invoices,  
pamphlets 
 
Folder 2 Memoranda, correspondence, freight bills, receipts,  
freight tariffs bills 
 
Folder 3 Correspondence, freight bills, memoranda, excess  
baggage collections, ticket sales, claims, receipts,  
telegrams 
 
Folder 4 Car registration, per diem refunds, correspondence,  
  receipts, bills, freight bills 
 
Folder 5 Loss and damage claims and correspondence 
 
 
BOX 96 Cadiz Railroad Company – Correspondence  1935 
 
Folder 1 Correspondence, freight bills, train tickets, receipts,  
passenger reports, mail service records 
 
Folder 2 Correspondence, receipts, bills, tariff receipts,  
telephone bills, freight bills 
 
Folder 3 Correspondence, pamphlets, receipts, blue prints,  
fuel bills, car hire settlements, post cards 
 
Folder 4 Voucher memoranda, memorandum for draft  
authority, receipts, American Short Line Railroad  
Association, constitution, post cards 
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BOX 97 Cadiz Railroad Company – Bills, Receipts,   1936-1937  
& miscellaneous 
 
Folder 1 Pamphlet, excess baggage reports, correspondence,  
bills, receipts 
 
Folder 2 Bills, receipts, pamphlets, correspondence, Standard  
Oil Company receipts 
 
Folder 3 Receipts, bills, correspondence, Weekly  
Informational Bulletins of the American Shortline  
Railroad Association  
 
Folder 4 Bills, receipts, correspondence, invoices 
 
Folder 5 Postcards, telegrams, pamphlets, mail service reports,  
correspondence, bills, receipts 
 
 
BOX 98 Cadiz Railroad Company – Bills, Receipts, &  1937-1938  
Correspondence 
 
Folder 1 Bills, receipts, bonds, correspondence, pamphlets 
 
Folder 2 Correspondence, letters, bills, receipts, reports,  
pamphlet 
 
Folder 3 Bills, receipts, correspondence, invoices 
 
Folder 4 Bills, receipts, correspondence, excess baggage  
 reports 
 
 
BOX 99 Cadiz Railroad Company – Correspondence, Bills,  
& Receipts 
 
Folder 1 Correspondence, bills, receipts, baggage reports 
 
Folder 2 Correspondence, bills, receipts, political material, 
 hotel reservations 
 
Folder 3 Correspondence, bills, receipts 
 
Folder 4 Correspondence, bills, receipts 
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Folder 5 Correspondence, bills, receipts, post cards 
 
 
BOX 100 Cadiz Railroad Company – Correspondence,  1942-1943  
War Memoranda, Bills, & Receipts   
 
Folder 1 Correspondence, war memoranda 
 
Folder 2 Correspondence, war memoranda, bills, receipts 
 
Folder 3 Correspondence, bills, receipts 
 
Folder 4 Correspondence, telegrams, bills, receipts 
 
Folder 5 Correspondence, bills, receipts, war memorabilia,  
annual report of car service division 
 
 
BOX 101 Cadiz Railroad Company – Correspondence,  1943  
Service Orders, Military Information,  
& miscellaneous  
 
Folder 1 Correspondence, service orders, pamphlet regarding  
shipments in transit 
 
Folder 2 Correspondence, service orders, military information,  
pamphlet regarding legislative price fixing  
 
Folder 3 Correspondence, service orders, military information 
 
Folder 4 Correspondence service orders, military information,  
minutes of the Southern Short Line Railroad  
Conference, Office of Price Administration and the Office  
of Defense Transportation regulations, a report to the  
president by the Emergency Board 
 
Folder 5 Correspondence, service orders, military information,  
Office of Price Administration Regulations pamphlets  
from the year 1943 
 
 
BOX 102 Cadiz Railroad Company – Correspondence,  1944-1944  
Military Information, Bills & Receipts 
 
Folder 1 Correspondence, military information, receipts, bills 
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Folder 2 Correspondence, military information 
 
Folder 3 Correspondence, military information, bills, receipts 
 
Folder 4 Correspondence, military information 
 
 
BOX 103 Cadiz Railroad Company – Correspondence,  1944-1945  
Bills & Receipts 
 
Folder 1 Correspondence, bills, receipts 
 
Folder 2 Correspondence, bills, receipts 
 
Folder 3 Correspondence, military information, bills, receipts 
 
Folder 4 Correspondence, pamphlets, receipts 
 
 
BOX 104 Cadiz Railroad Company – Correspondence,  1945  
Bills, Receipts, & Telegrams 
 
Folder 1 Correspondence, war information 
 
Folder 2 Correspondence, bills, receipts, telegrams 
 
Folder 3 Correspondence, bills, receipts, telegrams, military  
information 
 
Folder 4 Correspondence  
 
 
BOX 105 Cadiz Railroad Company – Correspondence,  1945-1946  
Telegrams, & Miscellaneous 
 
Folder 1 Correspondence, bills, receipts, telegrams 
 
Folder 2 Correspondence, bills, receipts, military information 
 
Folder 3 Correspondence, telegrams 
 
Folder 4 Correspondence, telegrams, pamphlets 
 
Folder 5 Correspondence, telegrams 
 
Folder 6 Correspondence, telegrams  
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BOX 106  Cadiz Railroad Company – Correspondence &  1947-1948  
Miscellaneous 
 
Folder 1 Correspondence  
 
Folder 2 Correspondence  
 
Folder 3 Correspondence 
 
Folder 4 Correspondence 
 
Folder 5 Miscellaneous, bills, receipts, correspondence, photo 
 
 
BOX 107 Cadiz Railroad Company – Miscellaneous   1928-1948  
 
Folder 1 Electric bill stubs and statements: May 1929 –  
January 31, 1938; freight bill 1909 
 
Folder 2 American Short Line Railroad Association’s (ASLRA)  
rules for car hire settlements 
 
Folder 3 American Short Line Railroad Association’s Directory of  
Members and Committee of Uniform Classification  
Docket #2 
 
Folder 4 Revenue Act of 1938; Report of the Federal Coordinator  
of Transportation: 1934; Cases relating to rules by  
Interstate Commerce Commission: August 1947  
 
 
BOX 108 Cadiz Railroad Company – Miscellaneous  1928-1955  
 
Folder 1 Motion for interim increase in freight rates and charges:  
1948, rules and regulations: Dec. 15, 1948, Jan. 10,1949,  
Jan. 28, 1949; agreements for rule change 
 
Folder 2 Twenty fifth and twenty – sixth annual reports of the  
Chief Inspector of Locomotives: 1936-1937; synopses  
of railroad retirement act: July 3, 1937; motion of  
dairy industry: October 19, 1948; motion of railroad for 
July 29, 1953 order modification, charges, rules:  
December 15, 1948 
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Folder 3 Tariff Circular #20 – Freight: 1928; Tariff  
Circular #3 – Freight: 1940; regulations for transportation  
of explosives: January 7, 1941; agreement between  
railroads relating to modification, charges, rules:  
December 15, 1948 
 
Folder 4 Federal legislative program of  the American  
Short Line Railroad Association: Jan. 8, 1940;  
review of ASLRA’s legislative policies: Dec. 10, 1936;  
ASLRA’s agenda for 24th annual meeting:  
Oct. 18-19, 1937. 
 
Folder 5 ASLRA proceedings and agenda for 25th annual meeting:  
Oct. 17-18, 1938 
 
 
BOX 109 Cadiz Railroad Company – ASLRA information 1938-1947  
 
Folder 1 ASLRA’s proceeding of the Twenty-sixth Annual Meeting:   
Oct. 23-24, 1939; Railway Literature for Young People:  
1940; Transportation Act of 1940: May 4,1940 
 
Folder 2 ASLRA’s proceedings for Twenty-seventh annual meeting:  
Nov. 11-12, 1940; ASLRA’s agenda and proceedings for  
Twenty-eight annual meeting : Sept. 29 – 30, 1941 
 
Folder 3 ASLRA’s Federal Legislative program: 1941 and 1944;  
ASLRA’s year books for 1944 and 1945: Dec. 15, 1945;  
Transportation Questions and answers: Dec. 1945;  
Federal Legislative program: Feb. 20, 1946 
 
Folder 4 ASLRA agenda and proceedings for Thirty-fourth Annual  
meeting: Oct. 21 -22 1947 
 
Folder 5 Indenture between Railway Express Agency an Guaranty  
Trust Co. of New York: Dec. 1, 1938; National Archives  
Federal Register: July 13,1939; Bill to amend the Railway 
 Labor Act: Oct. 25, 1940 
 
 
BOX 110 Cadiz Railroad Company – Miscellaneous  1937-1953  
 
Folder 1 “An Overall Look at Management Development:  
Nov. 4, 1948; Railroad information booklet:   1948;  
Employer Benefit Plan Review: 1952; Railroad  
information booklet: 1953 
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Folder 2 Motor Freight Transportation and regulation: 1937;  
Highway Costs Jan. 30, 1939; The Principles  
of Freight Traffic. 
 
Folder 3 Bureau of School Service bulletin: Sept. 1939;  
Proceedings of the Institute of Transportation: 1944 
 
Folder 4 Cross Tie Bulletin: Nov. 1948; Davies Sales catalog of  
supplies: 1948; Luxor Leathercraft catalog: 1948; Catalog  
of revised forms: Jan. 1, 1949; Cross Tie Bulletin: 
 April 1949; Wood Preserving News: Nov. 1949; O.P.S.  
Ceiling Price Regulation #5: Feb. 7, 1951 (2 copies);  
Wood Preserving News: April 1952; Bulleting about  
shipping: 1953; Railroad Pins and bushings bulletin 
 
Folder 5 Freight Classification and Rate Making (Part 1): 1940 
 
Folder 6 Smoke Screen: 1940 
 
  
BOX 111 Cadiz Railroad Company – ASLRA information  1936-1954  
& Miscellaneous 
 
Folder 1 Tools; Ryerson Steel Pictorial #37: 1953; ASLRA Weekly  
Information Bulletin Folder: 1954; Miscellaneous 
 
Folder 2 Social Security Two Weekly Time Book:  
June 5, 1940 – Nov. 15, 1942 
 
Folder 3 Notes, calculations found within Social Security Time  
Book 
 
Folder 4 ASLRA Weekly Information Bulletins Vol. II Nos. 
 5-7, 11, 13, 15-17, 20-27: February 3, 1936 –  
July 6, 1936 
 
Folder 5 ASLRA Weekly Information Bulletins Vol. II cont.  
Nos. 28 – 37, 40 – 41, 43, 46-49, 51: July 13, 1936 –  
Dec. 21, 1936 
 
 
BOX 112 Cadiz Railroad Company – ASLRA Information  1937-1937  
Bulletins 
 
Folder 1 ASLRA Weekly Information Bulletins Vol. III, Nos.  
1-11: Jan. 4, 1937- March 15, 1937 
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Folder 2 ASLRA Weekly Information Bulletins Vol. III, Nos.  
13 -19: March 29, - May 10, 1937   
 
Folder 3 ASLRA Weekly Information Bulletins Vol. III, Nos.  
20-29: May 17 – July 19, 1937 
 
Folder 4 ASLRA Weekly Information Bulletins Vol. III, Nos.  
41 - 52: October 11 – December 27, 1937; Topical  
index for Vol. III  
 
Folder 5 ASLRA Weekly Information Bulletins Vol. III, Nos.  
41-52: October 11 – December 27, 1937; Topical  
index for Vol. III 
 
 
BOX 113 Cadiz Railroad Company – ASLRA Information  1938-1938  
Bulletins  
 
Folder 1  ASLRA Weekly Information Bulletins Vol. IV, Nos.  
1 – 8: Jan. 3 – Feb. 21, 1938    
 
Folder 2 ASLRA Weekly Information Bulletins Vol. IV, Nos.  
9-13, 15: Feb. 28 – April 11, 1938 
 
Folder 3 ASLRA Weekly Information Bulletins Vol. IV, Nos.  
16-24:  April 18 – June 13, 1938 
 
Folder 4 ASLRA Weekly Information Bulletins Vol. IV, Nos.  
36 – 45: June 20 – August 29, 1938 
 
Folder 5 ASLRA Weekly Information Bulletins Vol. IV, Nos.  
36 – 45: Sept. 3, - November 7, 1938 
 
Folder 6 ASLRA Weekly Information Bulletins Vol. IV, Nos.  
46-53: November 14 – December 30, 1938 
 
 
BOX 114 Cadiz Railroad Company – Miscellaneous  1928-1942  
 
Folder 1  ASLRA Correspondence: May 27 – Aug. 31, 1936 
 
Folder 2 Bureau of Locomotive Inspection Reports:  
June 30, 1938 – June 30 1941 
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Folder 3 Car Hire Settlement Rules: Sept. 1, 1928; Per Diem 
 rules: Jan. 30, 1931 Supreme Court case No. 69,  
Oct. 1931, Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railway  
Co., et al vs. U.S.A., ICC et al (2 copies): Nov. 23, 1931;  
Land Grant Laws and Agreements Guide: April 1, 1937;  
Railroad Organization Operation and Traffic Booklet 
 
Folder 4 Settlement of rates and charges by common carriers:  
Jan. 4, 1937; The Problem of the Thin Traffic Branch  
Line: Aug. 1937; Report on short line railroads: Aug. 1937 
 
Folder 5 Interstate and Intrastate Transportation Differentiation:  
June 1938; Air Transportation: [?], 1938; Short Line  
Railroads – Federal Control during WWI: Sept. 30, 1939;  
ASLRA Meeting program booklet: Oct. 23, 1939 
 
Folder 6 ASLRA Agenda for twenty-sixth annual meeting: Oct.  
23 – 24, 1939; National Transportation Program  
Supplement #3: January 1940; ASLRA Agenda for 
 twenty-seventh annual meeting: Nov. 11 – 12, 1940 
 
Folder 7 Report of Emergency Board: Sept. 10, 1941; Federal  
Legislative Program: 1942; ASLRA Proceedings for  
twenty-ninth annual meeting: Oct. 8-9, 1942 
 
 
BOX 115 Cadiz Railroad Company – Miscellaneous   1944-1948  
 
Folder 1 For Americans Only – how the New deal is  
leading America into national socialism: 1944 
 
Folder 2 History of the commodities clause: March 15, 1946 
 
Folder 3 National transportation inquiry: June 26, 1946; ASLRA  
Agenda for thirty-third meeting: Oct. 2-3, 1946  
 
Folder 4 ASLRA Proceedings for thirty-third meeting: Oct. 2-3, 
1946; Cases brought before Interstate Commerce  
Commission: March 9, 1948 
 
Folder 5 First Division National Railroad Adjustment Board  
index of cases: March 1948 
 
Folder 6  ASLRA Agenda and proceedings for thirty-fifth annual  
meeting: Oct. 13-14, 1948 
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BOX 116 Cadiz Railroad Company – Miscellaneous  1940-1955  
 
Folder 1 ASLRA Federal Legislative Program: 1949; ASLRA  
Proceedings of thirty-sixth annual meeting:  
Sept. 27-28, 1949 
 
Folder 2 Interstate Commerce Act – Senate Doc. #72: 
Nov. 1, 1951 
 
Folder 3 Report to the President by Emergency Board:  
Feb.14, 1952; Motor Carrier Safety Regulations: 1952  
Revision: Freight Loss and Damage Prevention Section: 
 May 13, 1953; agenda for fortieth ASLRA meeting  
June 23, 1953; Correspondence  
 
Folder 4 Legislative Policies of ASLRA: Jan. 28, 1953 and  
Jan. 28, 1954; VIII Pan American Railway Congress  
Invitation and miscellaneous: June 12-25, rates and  
charges motion and answer: April 15, 1955; Traffic  
Law: [n.d.] 
 
Folder 5 Civilian War Transport – 1941 – 1946: May 1,1948 
 
Folder 6  ASLRA Weekly Information Bulletins Vol. VI, Nos. 1-11,  
13-13: Jan. 8 1940 – April 29, 1940  
 
 
BOX 117 Cadiz Railroad Company – ASLRA Weekly   1940-1941  
Information Bulletins 
 
Folder 1 ASLRA Weekly Information Bulletins Vol. VI,  
Nos. 18 – 35: May 6 – Aug. 31, 1940 
 
Folder 2 ASLRA Weekly Information Bulletins with Topical    
Index Vol. VI, Nos. 36-52: Sept. 9 – Dec. 30, 1940 
 
Folder 3 ASLRA Weekly Information Bulletins Vol. VII,  
Nos. 1-15: Jan. 6 – April 14, 1941 
 
Folder 4 ASLRA Weekly Information Bulletins: Vol. VII,  
Nos. 16 – 30: April 21, 1941 – July 28, 1941  
 
Folder 5 ASLRA Weekly Information Bulletins: Vol. VII,  
Nos. 31 -42: Aug. 4 – Oct. 20, 1941 
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BOX 118 Cadiz Railroad Company – ASLRA Weekly   1941-1942  
Information Bulletin  
 
Folder 1 ASLRA Weekly Information Bulletins and Topical  
Index Vol. VIII, Nos. 43 -51: Oct. 27, 1941 –  
Dec. 29, 1941 
 
Folder 2 ASLRA Weekly Information Volume VIII, Nos. 14 – 27:  
April 6, – July  3, 1942 
 
Folder 3 ASLRA Weekly Information Bulletins Volume VIII,  
Nos. 28 – 38: July 13 – Sept. 21, 1942 
 
Folder 4 ASLRA Weekly Information Bulletins Vol. VIII,  
Nos. 28 – 38: July 13 – Sept. 21, 1942  
 
Folder 5 ASLRA Weekly Information Bulletins and Topical  
Index Vol. VIII, Nos. 39 – 51: Sept. 28 – Dec. 21, 1942  
 
 
BOX 119 Cadiz Railroad Company – ASLRA Weekly   1943-1944         
Information Bulletins 
 
Folder 1  ASLRA Weekly Information Bulletins Volume IX,  
Nos. 1-14: Jan. 4 – April 5, 1943 
 
 
Folder 2 ASLRA Weekly Information Bulletins Volume IX,  
Nos. 15-25: April 12,1943 – June 21, 1943 
 
Folder 3 ASLRA Weekly Information Bulletins Volume IX, 
Nos. 26-38: June 28 – Sept. 20, 1943 
 
Folder 4 ASLRA Weekly Information Bulletins and Topical 
Index Volume IX, Nos. 40-52: October 4 –  
December 27, 1943  
 
Folder 5 ASLRA Weekly Information Bulletins Vol. X,  
Nos. 1-18: Jan. 3 – May 1, 1944 
 
Folder 6 ASLRA Weekly Information Bulletins Vol. X,  
Nos. 19-33: May 8 – Aug. 14, 1944 
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BOX 120 Cadiz Railroad Company – ASLRA Weekly   1944-1946        
Information Bulletins 
 
Folder 1 ASLRA Weekly Information Bulletins Vol. X,  
Nos. 34-42: Aug. 21 – Oct. 16, 1944 
 
Folder 2 ASLRA Weekly Information Bulletins Vol. X,  
Nos. 43-52: Oct. 23 – Dec. 26, 1944 
 
Folder 3  ASLRA Weekly Information Bulletins Vol. XI,  
  Nos. 1-15: Jan. 8 – April 15, 1945 
 
Folder 4 ASLRA Weekly Information Bulletins Vol. XI,  
  Nos. 16-30: April 23 – July 20, 1945 
 
Folder 5 ASLRA Weekly Information Bulletins Vol. XI,  
Nos. 31-51: Aug. 6 – Dec. 31, 1945 
 
Folder 6 ASLRA Weekly Information Bulletins Vol. XII,  
Nos. 1-20: Jan. 7 – May 20, 1946 
 
Folder 7  ASLRA Weekly Information Bulletins Vol. XII,  
Nos. 21-35: May 27- Aug. 31, 1946 
 
 
BOX 121 Cadiz Railroad Company – ASLRA Weekly   1946-1948    
Information Bulletins 
 
Folder 1  ASLRA Weekly Information Bulletins Vol. XII,  
Nos. 1-15: Sept. 9 – Dec. 30, 1946 
 
Folder 2 ASLRA Weekly Information Bulletins Vol. XII,  
Nos. 1-15: Jan. 6 – April 14, 1947 
 
Folder 3 ASLRA Weekly Information Bulletins Vol. XIII,  
Nos. 16-36: April 21 – Sept. 8, 1947 
 
Folder 4 ASLRA Weekly Information Bulletins Vol. XIII,  
Nos. 37-52: Sept. 15 – Dec. 29, 1947 
 
Folder 5 ASLRA Weekly Information Bulletins Vol. XIV,  
Nos. 1-21: Jan. 5, 1947 – May 24, 1948  
 
Folder 6 ASRLA Weekly Information Bulletins Vol. XIV, 
  Nos. 22-36: May 29, 1948 – Sept. 27, 1948 
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Folder 7 ASLRA Weekly Information Bulletins and Subject  
Index Vol. XIV, Nos. 37-49: October 4, 1948 –  
Dec. 27, 1948 
 
 
BIBLIOGRAPHIC RECORD 
 
MSS CADIZ Railroad Company –             1901-1955 
354  Cadiz, Kentucky 
 
  Business records of the Cadiz Railroad Company, 
 Cadiz, Kentucky.  Includes correspondence and memoranda,  
 directors minutes, annual reports, passenger, freight, and 
 mail reports, invoices, receipts, loss and damage claim 
 records, and industry and government publications. 
  121 boxes.   Originals, photographs. 
  1989.130.1    
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